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Abstract
This master’s thesis deals with the question of the Australian stolen generations, more precisely
it tackles its depiction in literature, namely in the works of an Aboriginal and a white author,
Gail Jones (Sorry) and Doris Pilkington (Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence). The two novels were
chosen as representatives due to their importance, as they are (partly) based on true historical
events and the fact they can be found in the Australian national curriculum. The novels are
presented in the theoretical part and later analysed in the practical one, with excerpts showing
differences and similarities. The issue of the Stolen Generations is also present in children’s
literature and an analysis of the picture book Stories for Simon is comprised in this thesis in
order to show how an important adult issue has been discussed in a work for children. Follow
the Rabbit Proof Fence presents the life and story of three Aboriginal girls who were stolen
from their Aboriginal families by the authorities and suffered a traumatic experience. The novel
Sorry, on the contrary, presents the life of the white settlers, especially the child Perdita and her
Aboriginal friend Mary who suffer from trauma due to the inability of telling the truth; this is
why the novel is seen as an allegory to the silenced Stolen Generations. As both of the novels
are characterised as trauma novels, the analysis of these characteristics can be found in the last
chapter of this thesis.
Keywords: the Stolen Generations, trauma, Aboriginal indigenous peoples
Izvleček
Pričujoča magistrska naloga se ukvarja z vprašanjem avstralskih ukradenih generacij, oziroma
načina, kako so predstavljene v literaturi. Za analizo sta bila izbrana romana avtoric, ki imata
zelo različni ozadji; Gail Jones je potomka belih priseljencev, v magistrski nalogi je analiziran
njen roman Sorry, medtem ko je Doris Pilkington potomka avstralskih domorodcev in avtorica
romana Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence. Romana sta bila izbrana kot reprezentativna, ker
predstavljata pomemben doprinos k avstralski literaturi, predvsem zaradi dejstva, da delno
temeljita na resničnih dogodkih in sta del avstralskega kurikuluma. Sorry in Follow the Rabbit
Proof Fence sta najprej predstavljena v teoretičnem delu in nato analizirana v praktičnem delu,
kjer citati prikazujejo razlike in podobnosti. Tematika ukradenih generacij se pojavlja tudi v
otroški literaturi, v magistrski nalogi je prisotna analiza slikanice Stories for Simon, ki
prikazuje, kako je odrasla tematika ukradenih generacij predstavljena v delih za otroke. Follow

the Rabbit Proof Fence prikazuje življenje in zgodbo treh deklic, predstavnic avstralskih
domorodcev. Takratna avstralska vlada jih je namreč ločila od svojih družin, kar je deklicam
povzročilo veliko čustveno travmo. Nasprotno pa je v romanu Sorry prikazano življenje belih
priseljencev, podrobneje deklice Perdite in njene domorodske prijateljice Mary, ki doživita
čustveno travmo, saj nista sposobni ubesediti resnice, zaradi česar je roman opisan kot alegorija
utišanih ukradenih generacij. Oba romana spadata v kategorijo t. i. travmatskih romanov,
zatorej je v zadnjem poglavju naloge analiza lastnosti, zaradi katerih sta romana del omenjene
kategorije.
Ključne besede: ukradene generacije, travma, avstralski domorodci
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INTRODUCTION

The history of humankind is not all roses; one might say it is quite the opposite. The root of all
evil has always been the pursuit of money. Land meant prosperity and this meant confiscating,
colonising and conquering places and faces that were at the wrong place at the wrong time.
Mostly, this concerned the robbed and impoverished indigenous peoples, either the ones who
were flourishing in the New World, those in the Dark Continent or the ones occupying Terra
Australis. With the arrival of new settlers, all of these peoples were about to face a dread of
their own.
Australia was the last continent settled by the Europeans. However, before the newcomers
arrived it had been home to a culture tens of thousands of years old, belonging to the Torres
Strait Islanders and the Aboriginal peoples, who were both seen as a tragic and disturbing
presence (Macintyre 4). In Latin, the two words ab origine literally mean “those who were here
from the beginning”, and the settlers understood they were intruding, but did not care;
moreover, they associated Aboriginality with dirt, disease and neglect and denied the civic
rights to the indigenous peoples (Tonkinson and Berndt).
The newcomers wanted a powerful White Australia; therefore, they established the Policy of
Assimilation, and this meant nothing but bad news for the Aboriginal peoples. The Australian
government, granting itself the flattering title of the “bearer of culture” (Macintyre 6), had
imposed this policy by forcibly removing Aboriginal children from their own families. From
1910 to 1970, between one in ten and three in ten Aboriginal children were removed and
deprived of their culture in order to adapt to the “white way of living” (Read 3). The response
of the Chief Protector of the Aborigines in 1946 was a question: “Whose fault is it?” (Read 4).
The person whose main concern was to ensure a decent life for indigenous Australians stated
that families were torn apart because they decided not to embrace the culture and wealth offered
to them (Neville 18). Due to the colonizers, the Aboriginal peoples suffered greatly, namely
with the loss of their people, kinship structures, identity and land (Utpal 1).
Nowadays, literary works describing the lives of the indigenous peoples and their horrid
experiences due to the forcible removal of their children have emerged. One of the most wellknown ones is Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence by Doris Pilkington/Nugi Garimara; however,
many other authors deal with this topic, as for example Mary Terszak in her Orphaned by the
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Colour of My Skin: A Stolen Generation Story, Sorry by Gail Jones, My Place by Sally Morgan.
As this is a considerably tough concept to digest, some children’s books needed to emerge in
order to familiarise children with the topic; therefore, another work is briefly presented, that is
Sarzin’s Stories for Simon. In this work, the target audience are children, in contrast with the
novels which are written mainly for an adult reader.
This thesis focuses on two novels in detail, thus Garimara’s Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence and
Jones’ Sorry are presented, analysed and compared, as one is written by an Aboriginal author
meanwhile the other by a white one. Despite many works dealing with this topic, the mentioned
books have been chosen as representative of how the stolen generations are portrayed in
literature. Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence is included as a central component for the Australian
History subject in the Victorian Certificate of Education (high school certificate) while Sorry
is examined in the Reading Whiteness subject in a Bachelor of Arts (Advanced)(Honours) at
The University of Sydney.
The main aim of this thesis is the analysis of the two above mentioned novels in terms of the
style of writing, main themes, the described and lived trauma and a comparison of the depiction
of the Aboriginal peoples and their practices from an indigenous and a white point of view.
Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence is a life-writing story where the author presents a social issue
which has not been discussed until recent times. It is a nation’s duty to inform their citizens
how the indigenous population was treated and to ensure that even the darkest chapters of
history won’t sink into oblivion amongst the younger generations. Sorry is a novel written by a
non-indigenous writer, it includes the Stolen Generations, yet does not portray the stolen child
as a victim. This fictional book presents a view of Australia during World War II through the
eyes of traumatised white characters (settlers) and it evokes the atrocities the indigenous
peoples had to suffer due to colonisation. One of the major themes in Sorry is the omnipresent
inability of the characters to utter the most important thoughts, causing distress to themselves
and the world around them.

2
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ABORIGINAL PEOPLES AND THE STOLEN GENERATIONS

According to Tonkinson and Berndt, prior to European settlement in 1788 there were two
distinct groups of people, the Aboriginal people of the mainland Australian continent and the
Torres Strait islanders, and they had utilised the entire continent and adapted successfully to a
wide range of climatic conditions. They had been living in tribes and it is estimated that there
might have been as many as 500 of these territorially anchored groups. According to numerous
studies, Aboriginal people were hunter-gatherers and were completely dependent on their
natural environment. Even though they were nomadic, they had a strong sense of attachment to
their home territory, where they did most of their hunting (Tonkinson and Berndt).
Tonkinson and Berndt argue that one of the most interesting things about the Aboriginal peoples
is their worldview, which centred on “dream-time”. It is defined as “a complex and
comprehensive concept embodying the past, present, and future as well as virtually every aspect
of life” (Merriam-Webster, Encyclopedia of World Religions 95). The Aboriginal peoples were
extremely spiritual; they believed in communicating with the spiritual realm through dreams
and other states of altered consciousness (Macintyre 14). For them, birth and death were an
open-ended continuum. A spiritual power emerged from the Dreaming, was harnessed and
tailored in order to live the right Aboriginal lifestyle and at the end of its life went back into the
Dreaming, where it did not actually have a physical death but had a passage to the eternal
spiritual life (Macintyre 15). According to Macintyre, their beliefs differed significantly to
Western ones, from the spiritual domain to the concept of material wealth and social status (16).
Aboriginal peoples did not attribute any importance to hoarding material possessions and thus
social status was not dependent on land ownership or accumulated capital. Regarding social
norms, according to Tonkinson and Berndt, they “relied heavily on effective socialisation and
the inculcation of a high level of self-regulation, reinforced by strongly developed emotions of
shame and embarrassment, to ensure individual conformity to society’s rules”. Thus social
order was not achieved through nation state governments and class structures.
Instead of gaining insight from their comparatively equal society, the settlers took their land
and forced them to conform to European civilisation which had a severely detrimental impact
on the indigenous peoples. According to Macintyre, those who did not die during the early
decades of colonisation due to exposure to new diseases, involvement in violent conflicts and
other issues, were still affected (70).
3

The white settlers had a profound impact both the first generation contacted and all future
generations as exemplified by the “Stolen Generations” (Macintyre 72). The term “Stolen
Generations” is employed for “Aboriginal peoples forcibly taken away (stolen) from their
families between the 1890s and 1970s, many to never to see their parents, siblings or relatives
again” (Korff). It is one of the darkest chapters in Australian history, mostly because these
Stolen Generations were left with a legacy of trauma and loss. Macintyre writes that the
Australian government wanted to systematically wipe out the Aboriginal race; Darwinism
inspired their assumption of the “doomed race”, so instead of promoting segregation or
multiculturalism they started a policy of assimilation (288).
According to Korff, the Assimilation Policy was designed to assimilate the Aboriginal peoples
into white society by forcing them to alter their beliefs and lifestyle and thereby gradually
remove indigenous identity. Assimilation was based on the assumption of black inferiority and
white superiority, and led to the removal of many children from their parents and placed in
foster care or group homes (Korff). As already defined, these children represent the Stolen
Generations. According to Macintyre, after they had been taken away, their foster parents taught
them to reject their indigenous heritage (288). The children’s names were changed and they
were forbidden to communicate in their mother tongue (Macintyre 288).
However, not all Aboriginal children were taken into foster care, some of them were placed
into different care centres, where they were abused and neglected (Macintyre 289).
The above mentioned assimilation policy placed most of the focus on children, as they were
thought to be more adaptable to the newly-arrived culture than the adults (Macintyre 289).
Mixed race children were especially prone to being taken away, as the government was
convinced they would be assimilated easier due to the lighter colour of their skin. (“Australians
Together”).
Furthermore, Neville’s Australia's Coloured Minority – Its Place in the Community shows those
responsible for removing Aboriginal children were convinced of the “supremacy” of the
settlers. Neville was the Chief Protector of the Aborigines and the author of the above
mentioned document which degraded the Aboriginal peoples’ place in the society. The
Aboriginal peoples were seen as inferior. The introduction, written by A. F. Elkin, professor of
Anthropology at the University of Sydney, provides a clear insight into the tone in which this
document was written. Professor Elkin refers to the Aborigines as “partly of our blood, but they
4

are not yet of us” (11). He continues that “they are not part of our economic, let alone our social,
recreational and religious life” (12). Moreover, “they sense, and indeed are made to see, that
they are not wanted within the compact residential areas of a town; their place is the straggling
parts, especially if houses are so dilapidated that whites will not live in them”. (12). Elkin goes
on: “They must build humpies1 on the town common near the rubbish dump or river bank [...];
how can these folk be clean?” (13).
The document implies Aboriginal children separated schooling, as white families don’t want
them around; it describes how they are prohibited to enter bars and have to sit in a special place
in theatres, how they reject Christianity and, to sum up, how their inferiority can be seen
everywhere. The writing goes on, as it is stated that the Aborigines are made to feel that they
belong to a lower caste and this is justified in the next sentence: “They are not educated, not
clean, not normal, not steady at work, cannot hold their drink and live in undesirable conditions”
(14). It is documented how the indigenous people are assigned to a separate Department of
State, the Aborigines’ Welfare or Protection Department, which has “special Acts, Officers,
Reserves, Settlements” (15).
Australian government from that time (the document was published in 1947) did not pursue
these writings. Moreover, this document was written by a government official, Chief Protector
of the Aborigines. Professor Elkin continues with stating that the assimilation policy for the
“half-caste” was written into the Aborigines’ Act in 1939, which means that the stealing of
children was probably even more frequent. According to him, the “darkish skin colour and
broad noses” (17) should disappear in three generations, if Australia continues to strive for a
“white” future.
According to Neville, the indigenous peoples were not attacked by the white settlers, but they
were offered help; the newcomers tried to civilise them (25). He admits that “there are still
many amongst us, including men in authority, who regard the native as a static being, incapable
of advancement and still living in the stone age. To a large extent he is not, but if he were,
whose fault is it?” (Neville 26).
The document continues with chapters “Youth, Work and Wages”, “Assimilation”, “National
Control”, “Assimilation”, “Institutions”, “Camps and Housing”, “Education”. In the chapter
1

Humpy (n). - a primitive hut. (Collins English Dictionary).
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“Assimilation” Neville explains how mixed-race cohabitations were an offence (47). According
to him, this cohabitation is preventing the greatness of Australia, as the Native women are the
bearers of “half-caste” children (Neville 45). He admits that he has always been in favour of
assimilating the “half-caste” children into white society; he also participated in the Canberra
Conference where the fate of these children was to be decided upon (Neville 56). Furthermore,
the chapter “Institutions” talks about the places where the stolen children were sent to. Being
convinced that these children were saved from the lives of “prostitution, ignorance and quasislavery” (Neville 77), he established farm homes in order to completely convert them into a
respectable part of the white society (Neville 77). These children’s distress and pain were never
mentioned here; Neville only praised the establishment of these institutions.
Moreover, in the following chapter, he admits that “many children removed from faulty
surroundings in the past have not had a much better future than had they been left with their
parents” (Neville 169). The following paragraph describes that there have been some clashes,
meaning that some officials have looked at this situation from a “parent’s” point of view, and
therefore weren’t in favour of taking them away from their families (Neville 169). But as one
can see; they were not very persistent nor determined; these children had been taken away for
a long time.
Even though the settlers were convinced they possessed the right to take these children away,
the truth had not been depicted in the news nor written about elsewhere (Read 3). The first
attempt at documenting these devastating removals was made by Peter Read, whose paper was
published by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs in 1981. According to Read, in 1981 nonAboriginal people did not believe that their government was taking indigenous children away
from their families; meanwhile the victims of separation were ashamed of talking about it,
thinking that their families probably were not capable of providing for them (2). When this
paper was published, many people were waiting for their family to be traced so they could
finally be reunited. The organisation helping them was called Link-Up and had offices across
Australia (Read 2).
A typical example of a stolen child story was written by Peter Read. He set the story in the
1950s, the main protagonist being a family having seven children and living on a reserve.
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One day they found out that the Inspector of the Aborigines Protection Board is about
to pay a visit. What they did not know is the fact that this Inspector has already put their
names on his blacklist, meaning that his visit will most definitely result in their family
being split. This blacklist contained families who, according to the manager of the
Aborigines Protection Board did not live the adequate lifestyle. Once the Inspector
visited, it was too late, the children were already marked as being “neglected and under
incompetent guardianship”. A provisional hearing was held, but it was only a formality,
the children were not allowed to return home, instead they were put on a bus and driven
away to the training homes. The sad part is, the children were sent away without notice,
there was no time for saying goodbye which meant that the parents were suddenly left
without their children and one can only imagine the state of shock that followed.
Moreover, they did not hear a word from the children nor the white officials for years
and the next thing that happened was the return of these children and they were already
in their thirties, unable to function. Their adulthood was stained with constant
nightmares, they blamed their parents for their removal. Alcoholism and violence was
their vice and therefore their file was placed into the “unassimilable” drawer. And just
like that, many healthy indigenous families were legally ruined, the policy was affirmed
in the Parliament of the State of New South Wales. (Read 4–6)
How many children have been taken away; can an estimate be made?
According to Read, there are detailed records of “800 wards sent into employment between
1916 and 1928” (10). Moreover, “there is a further list of 1500 names of children sent in 1936,
but no systematic records of Aboriginal children sent into State or religious homes not
specifically designed for Aborigines” (10). However, Read noted that there are “no records of
children sent to Warangesda camp before 1909 or from Warangesda into service, or from their
own stations into service before 1909 and 1916” (10). Appendix A shows an estimate of
Aboriginal children taken away from their families from 1883 to 1969.
According to Read, the goal of the government was to keep them in the homes they were taken
to in complete isolation from their families, which they also did by discouraging all visits and
censoring letters (11). Read continues that this represents one method of the policy of
assimilation, cutting off the outside world; meanwhile the other method was propaganda from
within. Children were being convinced that all people of colour were bad and untrustworthy
7

(12). The staff in these homes was all of European descent; therefore, the children had nobody
to relate to, and this is also one of the reasons the inside propaganda was so successful. These
children left the homes “ashamed of the colour of their skin” (Read 12).
Moreover, the officials did not treat these indigenous children with respect; according to Read,
the manager of Kinchela2 was warned in a private letter a number of times: “He must not be
drunk on duty, he must no longer use a stock whip on the boys, nor tie them up, he was not to
use dietary punishments, was no longer allowed to send the boys out as labour on the local
farms” (13). Furthermore, when these children approached the age of 14 or 15, they needed to
start work, but they were doing things the Board did not want to pay anyone to do. For example,
girls were taught washing, cleaning, ironing and sewing; meanwhile boys were trained to
become rural workers (Read 13).
According to Read, in “its very first Report in 1883 the Board stated that black children after
training would take their places with the industrial classes of the colony” (14). To sum up, these
homes did not offer children a decent life and a promising career, but they slowly degraded
them; even if their marks were good from the start, they only deteriorated. They were thought
to be bad people and were supposed to have problems because of the colour of their skin (Read
15).
3

THE STOLEN GENERATIONS IN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Clifton defines children’s literature as “written works and accompanying illustrations, produced
in order to instruct young people. It includes a large range of works, from acknowledged
classics of world literature to folk songs, and stories written exclusively for children”. The
author Peter Hunt did a historical survey of topics in children’s literature and concluded that
most of the books deal with “strong nostalgic/nature images, a sense of place or territory,
egocentricity, testing and initiation, outsider/insider relationships, mutual respect between
adults and children, closure, warmth/security and food” (184). The most important is the
relationship between reality and fantasy.

2

The Kinchela Boys Home, established by the Aboriginal Protection Board in 1924 for Indigenous children
meant to be assimilated in the white Australian society.
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As Hunt continues, fantasy is basically a retreat from reality, where good and evil are simplified
and the wish to overcome the latter is omnipresent, it is a place where both good and evil
impulses are satisfied (184). Consequently, it has been attributed a lower place on the
intellectual scale, as the sphere it enriches is not the one that the majority of people seek to
enlarge. Therefore, civilisation responded by naming this kind of literature children’s literature,
as it apparently belongs to a cruder phase of human development (185–186).
The novelist C. S. Lewis said:
I am almost inclined to set it up as a canon that a children’s story which is enjoyed only
by children, is a bad children’s story; in much the same way, a book which is not worth
reading at the age 50 is not worth reading at age 10, either. (qtd. in Hunt 186)
Moreover, educator Frank M. Flanagan wrote:
Children’s books embody a world view which we need reminding of from time to time,
a so-called benign-world-hypothesis, the assertion that the world is, after all, despite the
cruelty, greed, materialism, suffering and injustice, a good place to be: that there is moral
order, a moral pattern, which we transgress at our cost. (qtd. in Hunt 187)
Nowadays, children’s literature covers many complicated, serious topics like suicide, racism
and sexual orientation presented in the innocent-minds style of writing. Examples include
authors like Kes Gray, who presented divorce in Mum and Dad Glue, Mel Maxwell who dealt
with grief in The Coat I Wear, Shaun Tan who told the story of refugees in the book The Arrival,
Emmi Smid’s Luna’s Red Hat dealing with suicide.
Some of the most recognizable children’s books whose main theme are the Stolen Generations:
 Saying Sorry to the Stolen Generations: The Apology by Marji Hill;
 Stolen Girl by Trina Saffioti;
 Sorry Day by Coral Vass and Dub Leffler;
 Audrey's Big Secret by Christine Harris;
 Who am I? by Anita Heiss;
 What's in a Name? by Myles Walsh;
 Stories for Simon by Lisa Miranda Sarzin.
9

3.1

STORIES FOR SIMON

The picture book opens with a foreword by Vic Simms, an elder of the Bidjigal nation who
cooperated closely with the two authors while they were writing the books. He wrote that
“unless the meeting of cultures starts in children’s minds, we can never have true reconciliation”
(1). Stories for Simon shows how important it is to look back sometimes in order to move
forward.
As already mentioned, the settlers have caused great distress to the indigenous peoples of
Australia. However, on the 13th of February 2008, former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd formally
apologised to the indigenous peoples in the name of the Australian government (Extract,
Appendix B). This apology can be seen as the beginning of reconciliation.
Stories for Simon is a picture book helping young readers understand the Stolen Generations
and develop the understanding of different cultures and the need for reconciliation.
It begins with introducing the main character, Simon, and presenting a new gift he has just got
from his uncle – a “beautifully painted boomerang wrapped in an old newspaper” (4). On the
newspaper it said “for the pain, suffering and hurt, we say sorry” (6). This is an article writing
about Kevin Rudd’s apology to the indigenous peoples and in the picture book there is a big
illustration of it and next to it is a teacher explaining it to the children sitting next to her.
The teacher spoke about the national apology and the Prime Minister saying sorry to the Stolen
Generations. It is the first time the Stolen Generations are mentioned in the book. Furthermore,
the children asked two main questions; “what are we sorry for” and “who are the stolen
generations” (7–8). The teacher replied that we were sorry “for a hurt that happened a long time
ago but that still hasn’t healed” (8). In the illustration the word “sorry” is dominant and there is
one child who is dark-skinned; not all of the protagonists are white. The next page provides us
with a clear and forward definition of who the Stolen Generations are and written appropriately
for the children to understand: “The Stolen Generations are the Indigenous children of this
country – the descendants of the very first Australians – who were taken away from their
mummies and daddies. It wasn’t because they did anything wrong and some of them still
haven’t found their way home” (9–10). This definition couldn’t be more child-friendly and
more straightforward, without any sugar coating. The author wrote “mummies and daddies”
and not simply “parents” or “mother and father”.
10

With the diminutives, literature is brought closer to children and made more personal, easier to
internalise. The picture book continues with the main character Simon asking his mother
whether they would have to feel sorry for a long time and she replied: “Always, [...] in order to
remember the bad things that happened and make sure that they never happen again, this way
the future will be as bright as you can imagine it” (11). When raising awareness about something
bad that happened in the past, one of the main goals is to prevent the same thing being done in
the future. The fact that the author wrote this explicitly, makes sure that the child does not miss
the point but understands it completely and starts thinking about it.
The author continues with Simon internalising the concept; he dreams about the word “sorry”
raining down on him in the form of big, hard stones (12). When he awoke, those stones were
lying around in his bedroom, and he did not know exactly what to do with them. Were they
there as a sign of revenge or were they meant to be taken to other people as well, so they can
get to know the story as Simon did? The room full of stones results in Simon putting them on a
wagon and taking them to the beach, where he met a boy who was of indigenous origin. They
immediately became friends and the boy told him he thinks those stones are there for a purpose.
He took him to his aunt Betty, whom he called “nan” and explained that this is a sign of respect
they give to their elders (13–14).
When the boys reached the aunt who was an Aboriginal lady, they showed her the stones and
she was extremely happy they were there. The Aboriginal woman is portrayed as a very nice
and loving person and she suggests to swap the engraved stones with some of her stories (15).
Consequently, the stories begin and they are like the indigenous folk tales mentioned above.
Aunt Betty tells traditional stories of the beginning of time, the creation of all things, the land,
the sky and the rain. There are no specific stories integrated in the picture book, but it is a great
opportunity to spark some interest amongst the children about the Aboriginal culture. The
illustrations accompanying the text are full of stars, nature and Australian animals; one can
definitely see that the indigenous people were very close to nature. The last story she saved for
them was the story of her childhood, the story of her taken away from her family. She started
the story by emphasising they were a happy indigenous family and that one day a man called
the Aboriginal Protection Officer took her and her brothers from their beloved family. They
were scattered all around the country and the family was shattered (16–17). She was a child of
the Stolen Generations and A. O. Neville ordered to end this family bliss by taking the children
away and assimilating them into the white society.
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The story continues with her being sent far away and “her mother didn’t make her breakfast or
kiss her goodnight” (18). While young, nobody can imagine being parted from their family, as
it is the safest and most loving cocoon. Moreover, aunt Betty tells how her letters were
intercepted and how “pride, security, identity and family were stolen away as she went from
orphanage to foster home and back, and all she had was loneliness and fear” (18). The following
page tells how she “lost more than anyone could ever give back to her” and how “Welfare
Authority told her where her mother was living when she grew up” (18). There are many stories
like this in Australia which robbed the infant of his identity. The illustrations are dim, showing
a happy family being separated by two officials who grabbed the children and took them away.
The last two pages of the picture book are touching, as Simon says “sorry” again to aunt Betty
and she replies: “This word means the start of healing for so many people, the journey has just
begun” (20).
However, will the healing ever be complete? Aboriginal communities need to tell these stories,
share them with the world in order to feel better, but the horrifying deeds done to them will
never disappear, they will always stain their past and their everyday lives. This picture book is
a tale of reconciliation as the two boys become good friends and start spending time together.
On the last page, Simon is pondering “how can someone ever make up for all the hugs lost in
their childhood” (21). He falls asleep and he is dreaming. The world of dreams takes him back
to aunt Betty and her throwing stones in the night, where they become stars. Those stones are
made to shine on all the generations deprived of childhood and parental love. They are meant
to stick in the Australian sky, always reminding the indigenous peoples how sorry everyone is
for their suffering.
4
4.1

A STORY THAT CAN ONLY BE TOLD IN A WHISPER; GAIL JONES’ SORRY
GAIL JONES

Gail Jones was born in Western Australia and later attended the University of Western Australia
where she now teaches literature, cinema and cultural studies. She has received numerous
literary awards and was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize in 2004 for her novel Sixty Lights.
In Australia, she has published two collections of short stories and numerous novels which were
shortlisted for many notable awards. According to her, the novel Sorry is a political allegory
which “allegorises the forgetting of the so-called Stolen Generations in Australia” (qtd. in
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Block). The allegory can be clearly seen when the girl of Aboriginal descent takes the blame
after the murder of Nicholas Keene while the white girl forgets about the traumatic event.
4.2

THE NOVEL SORRY

The novel is set in the years after the First World War and the end of the Second World War
and the first part of the novel is situated mainly around Broome, in the outback of Western
Australia, which was “largely an Asian and Aboriginal town, built around the pearling and
cattle industries” (Jones, Sorry 15). The author provides a very accurate description as she lived
there as a child (Royo Grasa 5). After Broome was attacked by the Japanese, the protagonists
were evacuated to Perth, where the second part of the novel takes place. It narrates a story of
Perdita, a girl of white settler lineage and her friendship with Mary, a teenager of Aboriginal
blood but removed from her Aboriginal family. The novels’ major themes are of oppression
and liberation, order and chaos, truth and deception both in society and within the individual;
Mary reveals to Perdita “an entire universe… of the visible and the invisible, the unconcealed
and the concealed, some fundamental hinge to all this hotch-potch, disorderly life, this
swooning confusion” (Jones, Sorry 60).
4.2.1 Plot summary
Perdita was the daughter of the English anthropologist Nicolas Keene and his wife Stella, who
moved to the remote outback of Western Australia. Despite his relentless efforts, Nicolas Keene
never had a breakthrough in anthropology and was not a particularly prolific researcher of the
Aborigines. He looked down on the entire Aboriginal society. Nicolas' wife Stella followed her
husband to Australia and then gave birth to a girl named Perdita. Her name was taken from
Shakespeare's The Winter Tale and it appropriately means “lost” (Herrero 285). Stella had
mental health issues, did not love Perdita and needed to be hospitalised several times throughout
Perdita’s lifetime. None of them really enjoyed life in the outback but each became accustomed
to it. Stella had been escaping reality by reciting and reading Shakespeare; meanwhile Perdita
made new friends, amongst them the Aboriginal people who took care of her when she was a
baby and also their new neighbours who had a deaf-mute child named Billy.
After Stella had been hospitalised for the first time, Mr Keene decided his daughter urgently
needed a female character in her life and therefore brought a sixteen-year-old girl of “bronzecoloured skin and deep black eyes” (Jones, Sorry 47) to their homestead. Her name was Mary
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and she had been raised in a Catholic orphanage in the south of the continent after being taken
from her family as a child. The girl was appointed to cook, clean and help with home-schooled
Perdita during her mother’s absence. Mary taught Perdita numerous games, told her interesting
and funny stories, but most importantly, she introduced her to the Aboriginal culture and
society, which suited Perdita very well. She took her out for “walkabouts”,3 made her a part of
a “blackfella”4 family by naming her Deeta and made her ponder about these seemingly lost
men from the outback. The two girls loved each other and spent most of the day together, yet
the serenity was irreversibly damaged one afternoon when Mary was taken away allegedly due
to the murder of Mr Keene.
The murder of Nicholas Keene was witnessed by Mary, Stella and Perdita, who actually
committed the murder, as revealed at the end of the novel. Perdita’s world was shattered and
she was left alone with her mentally ill mother while her Aboriginal friend was taken to custody.
Perdita suppressed all memory of the murder and the only visible consequence was a newly
gained stutter. The murder is, however, recalled numerous times throughout the novel, as
Perdita gets flashbacks “in disconnected segments that resemble camera flashes or a cinematic
montage of visceral images” (Herrero 283):
The day unveils itself in partial scenes and stages, as if a memory-camera is fixed, and
cannot swing around to envision the entire room or every one of the players. […] This
is a complicated scene; there is almost too much to take in. (Jones, Sorry 103)
Due to the possible Japanese invasion, Perdita and her mother were evacuated and taken further
south to Perth. Stella’s mental health was never restored, and as expected, she was hospitalised
once again in Perth after a fast decline. While away, Perdita was placed in foster care, where
she received the love she missed after she lost Mary, who was now in a juvenile detention
centre. Perdita’s foster parents rebuilt her life and restored her ability to speak by taking her to
a Russian speech doctor. His name was Dr Victor Oblov and he helped Perdita with her speech
disability which negatively influenced her entire life. After more than a year of therapy, she
was finally healed after a revelation in an anxiety attack; it was her who stabbed Mr Keene to
death and not Mary. This discovery led her to the juvenile centre to see Mary; she wanted to
3

a long journey by an Australian Aboriginal, especially on foot for cultural reasons (Cambridge Dictionary)
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/walkabout
4
(especially in Aboriginal use) an Aborigine (Oxford Dictionary)
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/blackfella
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reveal the truth and save Mary from a life of incarceration. Despite her contemplations, she was
unable to ensure her release as the only relevant witness was her mother Stella who refused to
convey the truth. The novel ends with Mary’s death in prison and Perdita’s regret for not being
able to properly say “sorry” to her best friend who sacrificed her life for Perdita’s wellbeing by
refraining from revealing the true murderer.
4.2.2 Analysis
The word “sorry” is employed when someone wants to apologise; however, according to
Schwerin, the word “sorry” has a much stronger meaning in Aboriginal usage and is closely
related to the word “sorrow,” (39) and employed in the phrase “sorry business” which describes
matters relating to death and mourning (Jones, Sorry 216).
Therefore, the title of the book implies the shame and regret of a nation for the wrongdoings
toward the Aboriginal race. The novel’s major themes are those of war and peace, oppression
and liberation, and order and chaos, both in society and within the individual.
4.2.2.1 The theme of silence
“Without spoken words, there were written stories” (Jones, Sorry 123).
The implementation of justice is prevented because of silence; the failure of Mary to admit to
the murder (Schwerin 38). The novel opens with the following words, with which the author
immediately invites the reader to be silent and attentively listen to the story, as the problem is
not openly and critically spoken about in Australia:
A whisper: sssshh. The thinnest vehicle of breath. This is a story that can only be told
in a whisper. There is a hush to difficult forms of knowing, an abashment, a sorrow, an
inclination towards silence. My throat is misshapen with all it now carries. […] Don’t
tell them, she said. That was all: Don’t tell them. (Jones, Sorry 3)
The opening is set just after Nicolas Keene had been murdered. From that moment on, Perdita
develops a significant stutter and becomes much more introverted and silent. “Perdita’s
speechlessness after the traumatic events of that day symbolises the unspeakable nature of the
events that the silence conceals” (Schwerin 40).
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Perdita was only ten years old when she stabbed her father to death, yet due to the trauma she
subsided into speechlessness, not restoring any memories about the event. This represents a
personal and also a national trauma, for in addition to not confessing the truth about her father’s
murder, she also never told anyone about her father sexually abusing Mary, as she “did not want
to know what he was doing to her” (Kossew, Saying Sorry 179). Therefore, “Perdita’s
witnessing and suppression of this betrayal by her colonizing father of her Aboriginal sister
symbolizes both her own loss of innocence and that of the settler nation which has chosen to
forget its own violent treatment of Indigenous people” (Kossew, Saying Sorry 179). According
to Herrero, the trauma that Perdita suffers from is a symbol of Australia's “historical and
foundational trauma” (288). Moreover, Perdita is “struggling to see, and to think, and to stay
fully awake, […] but wants nothing more than to fall into the oblivion of fatigue and forgetting”
(Jones, Sorry 125).
According to Schwerin, different grades of speechlessness presented in the novel can be seen
as an allegory “representing the varying degrees of knowing and acknowledgement that a
society can demonstrate” (40). She continues by describing different grades of speechlessness
in different characters, thus Billy, is mute and therefore is not able to speak, Mary chooses to
stay silent, Perdita loses her eloquence because she was traumatised, Stella is not completely
sane and rather recites Shakespeare than speak out the truth (Schwerin 40). Schwerin
emphasizes that silence can manifest itself in many forms and stem from many causes (40).
Towards the end of the novel, Perdita gets her voice back and the truth becomes clear to her,
yet still unspoken, silence makes her miss the opportunity to apologise to her friend Mary:
That was the point, Perdita would realise much later, at which, in humility, she should
have said sorry. She should have imagined what kind of imprisonment this was, […] to
be sealed in the forgetfulness of someone else’s crime. (Jones, Sorry 204)
Moreover, the protagonists all found a strategy to cope with their inability to speak. Stella and
Perdita both chose the literary world to compensate, quoting Shakespeare to regain some sort
of emotional stability and to recall lost memories. Billy was a deaf-mute and therefore
communicated with sign language. He taught Perdita how to use it and the two of them
communicated with Mary who was imprisoned and found a world of their own during these
silent talks. According to Schwerin, this is a depiction of the “everyday insufficiency of words,
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their incapacity to truly frame the literally unspeakable” (39). She continues by quoting Gail
Jones: “It demonstrates language in excess and language in deficit” (qtd. in Schwerin 39).
According to Kossew (Saying Sorry), silence is employed with a redemptive and negative
potential (180). Mary and Stella both chose to be silent and help Perdita, even though in this
case Stella’s silence is preventing Mary from getting out of prison (Kossew, Saying Sorry 180).
To the question why Mary protected Perdita, one finds a heart-warming answer: “Mothers and
daughters, they need each other” (Jones, Sorry 203).
Another form of silence can be found in Mary, who isn't given any words to describe her
feelings after the murder of Nicholas Keene. She remains silent even after being incarcerated
to save Perdita, and she is also enigmatic to some extent towards her, as can be seen when she
“fashioned a cat’s cradle from string” (Jones, Sorry 206) which was puzzling for Perdita:
Nets, webs, cords intertwining. There was no beginning or end. It might have been the
design of a universe. “What's it called?” Perdita had asked. “What does it mean?” “My
secret,” said Mary. “My secret secret”. (Jones, Sorry 206)
4.2.2.2 World War Two as a metaphor for Perdita’s problems

Perdita’s father Nicolas Keene was following the progress of World War Two; he had cut out
articles showing gory battle scenes from newspapers and posted them on the house walls.
Cuttings from the Western Mail began appearing tacked to the walls: grainy and
imprecise vistas, buildings aflame beneath flourishes of smoke, figures huddled in bomb
shelters, sometimes with insect-like masks, a German plane – one of the most imprinting
and memorable images of all – heading downwards, like a crucifix, straight into the
Earth. (Jones, Sorry 62)
Throughout the novel, the author draws parallels between Perdita’s difficulties and the battles
of World War Two (Whipple). Perdita’s father was studying the war, and the author uses this
in order to “illuminate the contrasts within Perdita’s life, emphasizing the novel’s major themes
of war and peace, oppression and liberation, and order and chaos, both in society and within the
individual” (Whipple), and to also deepen the obvious distance and hatred Perdita felt for her
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father. In the quotation below, the fascist oppressors represent her father while the Parisians
represent Perdita and Mary. Furthermore, the phrase “darkened and impersonal” suggests a
dehumanisation and fundamental transformation from a father into a faceless oppressor similar
to a nation state oppressing the population of a foreign country. Thus the “shadow” that they
live under is the oppressive policies of the Australian state and the attitudes of its peoples.
Furthermore, the detailed reports of the war are in juxtapositions to the “other crimes and other
inhumanities that remain muzzled and unarticulated” (Schwerin 39).
Perdita remembers the day, in July, when her father announced that the Germans one
month ago had entered Paris. His eyes glittered maniacally; she almost felt afraid of
him. […] There would be air raids and bombings. The sky itself would burn. As he
sipped his tea, gleefully misanthropic, Perdita and Mary exchanged frightened glances.
He was like a shadow they lived under. He had become darkened and impersonal.
(Jones, Sorry 54)
In the novel, World War Two is described as both a distant event and as lived experience by
the characters.
In this remote part of the planet that was Perdita’s centre, where there was no electricity,
or school, or modern-day conveniences, the war visited in these textual and solemn
ways. (Jones, Sorry 62–63)
However, the war becomes a lived experience on the 3rd of March 1942, during the Japanese
attack on the Australian city of Broome.
She [Perdita] could not say how long she stayed on the beach, but she was there when
the Japanese planes approached. She heard them first, a mechanical hum, dull and
menacing, and then at once saw them lined in formation in the sky above her. There was
a moment of unreality when she watched them tiny, suspended, then Perdita heard
gunfire as seven of the Zeroes flew directly overhead. […] There was a sound of dense,
strafing fire and distant screaming. (Jones, Sorry 131–132)
Jones associates the distress of the war with Perdita’s own misery (Schwerin 40).
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My father had been killed when the siege of Leningrad began, in September 1941, just
before I turned eleven years old. This was during Stalin’s scorched earth policy; and it
was when Jews were ordered to wear yellow stars. (Jones, Sorry 100)
Moreover, the theme of silence can be again seen, as she is incapable of articulating the horror
and suffering endured by the victims of the war (Schwerin 40):
I was filled with wild loneliness, guilt and grief. I thought I would die for all that
remained unexpressed. There was a murder of Jews at Kiev on 29 September, as the
Germans began their advance on Moscow. […] I remember knowing only that there was
a dreadful massacre at this place, and that with indecent, childish misunderstanding, I
attached emotionally to the name Kiev, thinking it was special enough to contain my
vast private woe. (Jones, Sorry 102)
4.2.2.3 Closing of the novel
As Herrero points out, even though Perdita retrieves her memories and resolves her trauma, the
novel does not offer “restitution” (293). The final chapter opens with Perdita's words: “what
remains is broken as my speech once was” (Jones, Sorry 212). Therefore, despite her survival
and recovering, the novel does not provide a “clear enlightening catharsis” (Herrero 293). There
are no conclusions nor a brighter future for Perdita, as can also be interpreted with the fact that
Dr Victor Oblov forgets to grant her the glass dome he had promised (Herrero 293).
In the acknowledgements Jones wrote the following paragraph:
I would like to acknowledge that Aboriginal Australians are the traditional custodians
of the land about which I write, and that their spiritual and material connection with the
land is persistent and precious. This text is written in the hope that further native title
grants will be offered in the spirit of reconciliation and in gratitude for all that
indigenous Australians have given to others in their country. (Jones, Sorry 217)
According to Goulard Almeida, this is a clear sign how Gail Jones knows her place as a writer
and an intellectual and especially is aware “of the danger of claiming to be speaking for the
subaltern as silenced others” (59). Moreover, the sentence that can be found in the
Acknowledgements chapter is also “Forms of solidarity in writing are many” (Jones Sorry, 217)
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which shows how the novel tackles the problem of solidarity, more precisely the need for
reconciliation and the expression of gratitude (Goulard Almeida 59).
4.2.3 Style
Jones does not use long and complicated sentences; the vocabulary is, however, far from simple.
She uses a rich literary language, filled with many Aboriginal terms and words, as some
protagonists are representatives of the Aboriginal race and they use terms and words belonging
to their culture. For example, when Perdita visits an encampment of Aborigines for advice an
Aboriginal man greets her with “Eh! Cousin! Eh! We seen you before, lotsa times, walken by
the river.” (Jones, Sorry 147). Additionally, Mary talks of “blackfella stories” and “walkabout”
(Jones, Sorry 64) and the “jila” (waterholes) hidden from the “kartiya” (white people) (Jones,
Sorry 60).
Throughout the text two techniques of describing characters can be found; direct and indirect
characterisation. There is a significant difference between direct descriptions; “[..] a buxom
barmaid, a beautiful woman with slanted eyes and a marcelled hairdo” (Jones, Sorry 45) or
“Mrs Trevor was a large, hefty woman, capable and determined” (Jones, Sorry 21) and indirect
descriptions such as showing how Stella was not at all attached to her husband Nick; “who
would believe that a wife recites while her husband bleeds to death, that she converts into fancy,
high-falutin speech this senseless moment, this wasteful gash?” (Jones, Sorry 125), or how
Nicholas was violent “That first night […], Nicholas tried to reason with his wife, but ended up
hitting her” (Jones, Sorry 16).
In the novel, the events are not portrayed in a chronological order; the author uses nonlinear
narratives both in order to allow for recollection of Perdita’s memory and to create uncertainty.
Nonlinearity starts just after Nicholas Keene’s murder, as the murder scene is revisited multiple
times while revealing new details every time. As Perdita lost her memory due to the traumatic
event, she is helped to regain it by remembering details about it and the reader is taken through
the recall process by revisiting the murder. The truth is revealed by the end of the novel as
Perdita remembers she was the one to stab her father Nicholas. The need for repeating such a
traumatising event arose from the fact that “history is a complicated process of repressions and
revelations, in which it is sometimes in certain people’s interest to not have the real story told”
(Kossew, The Case for Gail Jones’ Sorry). The use of non-linear narratives is an allegory of
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how historic events such as the Stolen Generations may not be acknowledged or understood
until a later date.
According to Herrero (288), the novel Sorry consists of four parts; the arrival of her “Aboriginal
sister” Mary, a cyclone, the Japanese attack on Broome and the conclusion. The novel illustrates
the usual characteristics of a trauma novel; a “gothic atmosphere” (288). For example, a lady
named Vera Trevor came to the Keene's shack:
[…] there was something about it that chilled and disturbed her, something murky,
unnatural, a zone of the abnormal. (Jones, Sorry 68)
Moreover, Herrero asserts that the descriptions of the Australian bush as “remote and
inscrutable” (289) and “removed from the horrific events of the war in Europe but nonetheless
rotten with the tumour of the nation's own unconfessable genocide” (289) also show the deep
psychological traumas that certain characters in the novel face. Jones implies Australia as a
continent detached from its history and with a deep divide between the Aboriginal and white
races. Herrero argues that the gothic themes of “anxiety and dread, provoked by a real or
imagined sense of unhomeliness” (289) are an appropriate characteristic of a novel written
when the Australian general public was familiar with the wrongdoings of the previous
Australian government which led to a rise of “guilt and uncertainty among the settler
population” (289).
Jones (Sorry) employs lengthy excerpts from Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets as a form of
indirect characterisation of Perdita’s mentally-ill mother Stella. She has been reading and
learning Shakespeare ever since she was a little girl and found a safe haven while reading his
works. Stella sometimes recites Shakespeare by heart, such as her calm reciting of Macbeth
next to her murdered husband’s body:
When Nicolas falls, the knife still lodged in his neck […] Stella is already, certainly
present in the room. She is standing there, yes, she is calmly reciting Macbeth. […] Her
voice is loud; she is performing on a private stage. (Jones, Sorry 124)
Kossew (Saying Sorry 180) argues that Stella quotes Shakespeare in order to “distance herself
from her sense of displacement in Australia and to find a way of communicating her otherwise-
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supressed ‘declaimed desires’”. That is, her mental disturbances prevent her from open
communication and instead she must employ the words of others. According to Herrero, the
intertextual references recur in flashes, “relevant to some of the characters' traumatic memories”
(291). Therefore, Stella recites Shakespeare in order to console herself; according to her,
Shakespeare's works were dealing with “the big questions” (Herrero 291). She said that
“everything one needed to know about life was contained in a volume of Shakespeare” (Jones,
Sorry 37). According to Herrero, Stella's character can be compared to Shakespeare's Othello,
as she “finds it impossible to adjust to living in a different society, and her profound insecurity
originates from her troubled sense of her own past, the true source of her psychological anguish”
(291).
Even though Stella was teaching Perdita about the importance of Shakespeare and she tried to
make her adopt her vision of him and his works, Perdita saw a different world, mainly connected
to the Aboriginal peoples and Mary, she saw in them another form of “otherness”, she was fully
aware of “different big questions” (Jones, Sorry 38) and that “there was more on heaven and
earth than was dreamt of by Mister Shakespeare” (Jones, Sorry 38). Therefore, Stella clings to
Shakespeare to assert her English identity while, as a first generation Australian, Perdita
incorporates aspects of her world, namely the Aboriginal people, into her identity. Perdita
possesses a cultural connection with the Aboriginal people and the ideas and subjects explored
by them. Thus, Jones shows the reader two alternative definitions of an “Australian” but which
are both blood relatives. One is an individual who is effectively a British migrant who has
undergone minimal cultural changes. The other is a white settler but one who has partially
integrated herself into the local population and environment. There are numerous other
intertextual allusions in the novel, mainly to Shakespearean plays as already mentioned above,
but also to Emily Dickinson's poetry and Alfred Hitchcock's film Rebecca. Thus intertextual
allusions are employed by Jones as a method for discussing identity politics in Australian
society.
The narration in Gail Jones’ novel is not uniform; the author uses different narrators. At times,
it is written in the first person, with Perdita as narrator, but the reader can also find narration in
the third person, by a narrator whose identity is not explicitly stated. The two different narrators
can be seen when comparing Perdita sharing intimate personal memories of her childhood and
the detached authorial narration of the social context of wartime (McCrea 4). Moreover, third
person narration is used in some parts to give an insight into the future: “That was the point,
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Perdita would realise much later, at which, in humility, she should have said sorry” (Jones 204).
In the beginning of the novel Perdita is the sole narrator:
I was a mistake, a slightly embarrassing intervention, and knew this melancholy status
from my earliest childhood. Predictably, both (my parents) treated me as a smallish
adult, arranging a regimen of behaviour, insisting on rules and repression, talking in
stern, pedagogical tones. […] I was, in consequence, a beseeching child, grumpy,
insecure, anxious for their approval, but also wilfully empathic in ways that I knew
would test and annoy them. (Jones, Sorry 4)
Further in this chapter there is a change in narration:
The country to which Nicholas and Stella came in 1930 was alien and indecipherable.
There was an economic depression, a fear of communists, a secessionist movement
rising in the west. There was a shabby genteel aristocracy, gold millionaires, indigent
labourers and an isolationist attitude. (Jones, Sorry 11)
Different narrators recur throughout the novel and determine how the text engages the reader
often providing a double perspective (McCrea 4). In the novel, the narrators are shifted in a
similar fashion to how Stella shifts from reality to the Shakespearean realm. According to
McCrea (7), the author may have employed two different narrators to make the novel somewhat
dysfunctional in order to parallel the dysfunctional family relationships and Perdita’s speech
problems. Moreover, McCrea (8) argued that using only one narrative voice tends to “reinforce
the master narratives of patriarchal imperialism” and would therefore be problematic from a
postcolonial perspective. Therefore, the use of multiple narrators is an expression of the
multiplicity in interpreting history and also the cultural and experiential diversity amongst the
white and black Australians.
Jones’ novel Sorry was published 10 years after the report by the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission entitled Bringing them Home: Report of the National Inquiry into
the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from Their Families which
gave insight into the forcible removal of many half-Aboriginal children from their Aboriginal
families. According to Jones (Speaking Shadows), “it is a moving and distressing document of
the emotional and physical suffering of the people who have become known as the Stolen
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Generations and until its tabling, few white Australians realized the vast extent of the practice,
or indeed, the ghastly dimensions of its damage” (79). The report recommended that the
Australian government offers a formal apology to the affected people, and numerous
Australians signed the so-called “Sorry Books” offering a statement of regret for Australia’s
wrongdoings (Jones, Speaking Shadows 83). However, according to Jones (Speaking Shadows),
the Howard Liberal government at that time refused to formally apologise as it dreaded a huge
cost of the possible monetary compensation but also preferred a triumphalist view of history
(84).
Gail Jones stated (Speaking Shadows) that her novel is not centrally concerned with
representing the Stolen Generations, because:
As a white Australian, it would be presumptuous to do so and it would risk appropriation
of others’ painful experience; nevertheless, Sorry deals with culpability and the refusal
to say sorry, the characteristics, as we now know, of a certain type of persisting
dispossession. (Jones, Speaking Shadows 84)
With this statement, Jones clearly distanced herself from appropriating the testimonies and
stories told by the Aboriginal community. The author continues that the core of the text is
“guilty amnesia” yet also a loving friendship between an Aboriginal girl and a white girl, which
is in itself a representation of an ideal community and the ultimate reconciliation. Moreover,
the novel Sorry is a modest story, “a cautious offering in the process of cultural contrition, and
a wish, more personally, to see evident in Australian culture attempts at thinking with grief”
(Jones, Speaking Shadows 85).
As already mentioned, the novel can be seen as an allegory in numerous ways, one of them
being the depiction of the Aboriginal peoples (especially women) as nurturing, providing help
and care to Perdita. The first time Perdita was assisted by the Aborigines was when her mother
Stella fell into depression and the Aborigines breastfed her: “The baby meanwhile flourished
in black arms, which found and embraced her” (Jones, Sorry 26). Moreover, another Aboriginal
woman offers Perdita an act of kindness when she offered her a cup of tea just before her mother
was institutionalised due to depression. Additionally, the most important caregiver depicted in
Perdita's life is the aboriginal Mary. The first time they met, Mary immediately took care of
Perdita's infected eye and her care for the girl continued throughout the novel, culminating in
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taking the responsibility for Nicolas Keene's murder. Therefore, it can be argued that Gail Jones
depicts the Aboriginal people as loving, responsible and caring due to the fact that they had
been previously accused of being just the opposite and therefore bereaved of their children.
4.2.3.1 The Politics of Apology and Reconciliation
Sorry is a reflection of the political and social discussions held at the time of writing and only
a very shallow understanding of the novel can be achieved without first understanding the
prevailing political climate. According to Kossew (Saying Sorry), in the years prior to the Prime
Minister’s official apology, a new style of writing emerged, which she calls “a peculiarly postcolonial fictional genre, the Sorry Novel” (172) whose main characteristics were the re-telling
of past stories in order to make a political point about the present. Kossew continues, that Gail
Jones used her novel as a means to break the traditional “white” narration of the past, where
Aboriginal views were excluded (Saying Sorry 172). Gail Jones has emphasized the importance
of remembering with the following words: “The first responsibility [of the novelist] is to
remember what it serves the state to repress” (Kossew, Saying Sorry 173). Moreover, Jones
claims that she “is very interested in what is forgotten, the way that certain voices in history are
forgotten […], and the rights and values of Indigenous people in particular are lost or locked
away” (Kossew, Saying Sorry 173).
In the novel, Jones replayed a particular traumatic moment four times in four different versions
and she emphasises that “history is a complicated process of repressions and revelations, in
which it is sometimes in certain people’s interest not to have the real story told” (Kossew,
Saying Sorry 173). Furthermore, in a review published in The Age, Goldsworthy describes
Jones’ novel as “a lament for the country’s failure to offer a formal apology to the Aboriginal
people for the sins and crimes of the past”. The reviewer continues that one can read Jones’
novel as:
Jones’ own personal, formal and explicit statement of apology […], as a kind of
enactment in fiction of her ideas about Australian race relations and reconciliation, and
as a suggestion that if the country’s government cannot bring itself to offer an apology
then perhaps its artists, at least, might step up to fill the gap. (Goldsworthy)
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According to Kossew (Saying Sorry), “all acts of saying sorry are potentially open to the claim
that apology is just a way to make white people feel very self-righteous and good about a history
that cannot be repaired” (180). However, Kossew continues that such acts can “also contribute
to a shared space of ethical understanding” (Saying Sorry 180). Thus, Jones presents us with
her version of an apology for the actions of the early settlers and a template for future
reconciliation.
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5

FOLLOW THE RABBIT PROOF FENCE BY NUGI GARIMARA

Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence is a very different novel to Sorry but touches on the same themes
and presents a similar political and social viewpoint. The first point of departure is the ancestry
of the author.
5.1

NUGI GARIMARA (DORIS PILKINGTON)

Nugi Garimara was Doris Pilkingtons’ Aboriginal name. She was born in 1937 in Australia,
more precisely on Balfour Downs Station in the East Pilbara to an Aboriginal man and a halfAboriginal woman who named her Nugi; however, the owner of the land where they lived
insisted on her being named Doris. As a child, she was removed from her family by the
authorities and placed in the care of the Moore River Native Settlement together with her baby
sister Anna. This settlement was the same institution which her mother had fled from and
trekked 1,600 km across Western Australia as described in the novel The Rabbit Proof Fence.
When Doris was fifteen years old, she started the nursing aide training program and then studied
journalism at Curtin University in Perth. In 2002, a film based on her novel The Rabbit Proof
Fence was released which brought international attention to Australia’s former policy of
removing mix-raced children from their families (Shepherd).
5.2

FOLLOW THE RABBIT PROOF FENCE

The novel is based on the true story of the author’s mother and aunt who completed a 1,600 km
long walk across Western Australia in about seven weeks in order to return back to their home
in Jigalong. The trek was undertaken in the 1930s by three Aboriginal girls; two of them shared
their story with the author.
The novel begins with an introduction providing some insight into Aboriginal culture and
society and a short description of Western Australia in the 1930s which was mainly desert, with
no connecting highways nor roads. The main protagonists are the Aboriginal girls Molly, 14,
Gracie, 11 and Daisy, 8. The leader during the walk was the eldest, Molly, whose father was a
white man, inspector of the rabbit-proof fence, which was built in order to prevent the overpopulation of rabbits. Molly’s father taught her that the fence was built from south to north
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therefore she knew that it will bring them back home. Molly, the oldest, knew how to survive
in the outback:
Well, Molly, this fourteen-year-old girl, had no fear because the wilderness was her kin.
It always provided shelter, food and sustenance. (Pilkington/Garimara 82)
5.2.1 PLOT SUMMARY
The novel opens in the Nyungar tribe’s camp, with their leader Kundilla in the peaceful
Australian wilderness. However, the tranquillity is shattered by a loud bang and the entire tribe
becomes frightened that the white invaders are back to steal their land and women. Their
previous encounter resulted in several Aboriginal men being killed despite being welcoming
and friendly; the white men deliberately left them stranded on an island. The loud bang that
frightened them was a canon salute, meaning the white Englishmen were back. These settlers
are indeed Englishmen, but they are civilians, and, more precisely, the first European civilian
settlers, who came to Australia in June 1829. The newcomers tried to have a formal discussion
with the native peoples, and searched for their consent to give the land an English name. As the
tribe did not understand, the settlers decided to take the silence as an agreement and named the
territory Western Australia. In the near future, the tribe began to realise that these people will
appropriate their land and destroy the Nyungar tribe, yet they were powerless against the white
man’s weapons and laws. Soon, the Aboriginal peoples were driven off their land and the
escaped convicts and pirates started using them as “sexual slaves” (Pilkington/Garimara 4).
As the white settlers push their reign inwards they encounter the Mardu people. The presence
of new roads and hostile white men force these desert nomads to change their usual travel paths.
The tribe was taken to a nearby station in order to learn new (white) ways and in the end trekked
to Jigalong, as they agree with members of other tribes that the desert has been dangerously
occupied.
Jigalong was a government depot established in 1907 and was mainly built in order to shelter
the men who were in charge of the maintenance of the rabbit-proof fence. It is where the
Aboriginal people settled and where, in the upcoming years, an Aboriginal girl gave birth to a
half-caste child and named her Molly. Due to her skin colour she quickly became an outcast
amongst the Aboriginal community and was later joined by two other mix-raced girls Daisy
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and Gracie whom the government kept a close eye on as they were later to be taken to a native
settlement to be prepared to work for white people.
After a few peaceful years of life in Jigalong, the girls were removed from their families and
taken to the Moore River Native Settlement, which was 1,600 km south of Jigalong. The travel
there took a very long time; however, the girls enjoyed it, as they had never seen the sea before.
Once the girls arrived at the settlement, they were unpleasantly surprised by the life that awaited
them: overcrowded dormitories with padlocks on the door, beds with no linen, unappealing
meals, unfriendly staff that made them feel as if they were locked up in prison. Not much time
passes before the eldest, Molly, devises a plan for their escape and reveals it to Daisy and Gracie
just before it went into action. It was very early in the morning on the 31st of August 1931 when
the girls ran away from the settlement and pursued their long trek back home.
Molly was the leader of the brave pack who encountered numerous obstacles during their long
walkabout. As she was brought up in an Aboriginal environment, she was perfectly capable of
surviving in the natural environment as she had very good orientation skills and knew how to
find adequate shelter and food. However, despite her knowledge, the girls had difficulty finding
food and therefore they stopped at the homesteads of different people, who all offered them a
much-needed meal. When they finally reached the rabbit-proof fence, their feet were sore and
they were exhausted, but they knew they were not safe from the authorities who were searching
for them. Once the girls reached the railway siding next to Mt. Russel Railway Station, Gracie
decided she has had enough and takes the train to join her mother, supposedly in Wiluna.
A few days later, Molly and Daisy had reached their aunt’s camp where they get food, a bath,
a bed and a ride on a camel’s back to Jigalong with their cousin Joey and his boss Ron Clarkson.
The four of them arrived at Jigalong and were greeted with joy. The girls’ families decided to
leave the settlement the following day and not return until it was safe to do so.
The novel closes with describing the rest of the girls’ lives. Molly had two daughters (one being
the author of the novel), worked as domestic help and died at Jigalong in 2004. Gracie, deceased
in 1983, never returned to Jigalong, but was transported back to the Moore River Native
Settlement and after finishing her education had six children. Daisy was employed on various
stations, had four children and assisted with the story-telling for the novel. She passed away in
2018 (Pilkington/Garimara 132–133).
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5.2.2 Analysis
Pilkington’s novel Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence argues that the Australian Government was
hypocritical in their treatment of the Aboriginal Peoples in the twentieth century and in an
attempt to “deconstruct the myth of the civilising mission of colonialism” (Klein 589).
According to Utpal (4), the girls' 1,600 km journey on foot has become a classic example of
endurance the Aboriginal people and the mistreatment of the Stolen Generations.
These two girls had overcome their fears and proved that they could survive. It took a
strong will and a purpose – they had both. […] They had taken a great risk. Inmates
absconding from the settlement were considered to be a serious problem. If they had
been caught, the girls would have had their heads shaved or made to wear sacks and
other more serious problems. (Pilkington/Garimara 199–120, 123–124)
The writer narrates the life of her Aboriginal mother and aunt and thereby presents Aboriginal
customs, traditions, culture, and allows for identification with the Aboriginal perspective (Klein
590). Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence is “a story about escape, about resistance in the face of
the prodigious effort to control, monitor track and incarcerate indigenous peoples” (Brewster).
The author describes the girls’ walk as “a historical event” (Pilkington/Garimara xi) and also
“one of the longest walks in the history of the outback” (Pilkington/Garimara 129) which makes
the novel a part of the literature and thus enriching the European monopoly on writing about
long treks (Brewster) as for example the 1860 Burke and Wills expedition meant to cross the
continent form the south to the north, but resulted in their deaths due to starvation (Horáková,
Bearing Witness 147).
5.2.2.1 Style
According to Horáková (Bearing Witness), the stories of “forced separations […] appeal to a
mainstream readership precisely because they reveal the suppressed and hidden practices and
policies that problematize the values promoted by the liberal humanism of modern settler
colonies” (156). Her novel “exemplifies the sufferings and endurance of a generation stolen
purposively” (Utpal 3).
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Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence is written in the third person narrative; the narrator is
omniscient. It consists of two parts, the first one being the partly-fictionalised depiction of precontact Nyoongah life (Brewster) and their encounter with the colonisers which slowly led to
the decline of their traditional lifestyle; meanwhile the second part is the girls’ trek home along
the rabbit-proof fence. The two parts are in chronological order, meaning that the author firstly
presented the history of colonialism and racism in Australia and afterwards proceeded with the
long walk the girl pursued. The language used by the author is descriptive, yet simple, with
short sentences and simple sentence structures.
The characters in the novel are portrayed directly and indirectly. Examples of direct portrayal
would be “Molly, this fourteen-year-old girl, had no fear, because the wilderness was her kin”
(Pilkington/Garimara 82) and “She was a very pretty girl with short cropped, straight black hair
and hazel eyes, but best of all, she had a beautiful sparkling smile that made you feel good”
(Pilkington/Garimara 67). An example of the indirect description of the characters in the novel
is “The three girls waited in the seclusion of the small acacia bushes to see if anyone would
come to investigate the commotion” (Pilkington/Garimara 114), portraying the three girls as
sensible and well aware that the government officials are looking for them.
According to Horáková (Alternative (Hi)stories), Pilkington/Garimara tells the story of
colonisation by using the “principle of synthesis” (146), meaning she combines the linear
European and circular Aboriginal historical sources and thus “fuses two historical perspectives
and two means of recording history” (Alternative (Hi)stories 146). Therefore, the novel is based
on written archival documents, such as reports about the missing girls, notes on establishing
government depots, and, according to Horáková, (Alternative (Hi)stories) European
historiographical descriptions “reminding readers of typical early colonial narratives” (146):
Major Edmund Lockyer with a detachment of eighteen soldiers from the 93rd Regiment
and fifty convicts were sent to King George Sound (where Albany is now situated) by
Governor Darling in New South Wales, to establish a military base. Their aim was to
deter renegade convicts, whalers and sealers. They sailed in the brig Amity and had been
anchored offshore in King George Sound for over a month. On a hot summer day in
1826, Major Lockyer and two of his officers went ashore and climbed the cliffs and
explored the harbour. They were delighted with the beauty of the coastal region but were
not impressed with the soil. (Garimara/Pilkington 5)
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Horáková (Alternative (Hi)stories) continues that the other perspective is Aboriginal, and
consists of Aboriginal traditions transmitted orally and the author’s fictionalization (146). The
same event (the establishment of the first military base, chapter 1), is later presented through
the Aboriginal perspective:
Suddenly they [Aborigines] heard voices of men shouting loudly and yelling back and
forth. Kundilla and his sons became alarmed. They clambered up the cliffs and hid
behind the thick bushes on the rocky ledge. Lying on their stomachs they peered over
the edge. They were not prepared for the sight that greeted them. They were confronted
not with shouting, cruel men, but different men wearing strange scarlet jackets and
others in white, coarse cotton suits. All these men were very pale. “Surely they must be
gengas,” whispered Kundilla, as he moved closer to the edge of the cliff.
(Garimara/Pilkington 5–6)
According to Horáková (Alternative (Hi)stories), this way of narrating highlights the
importance of two different ways of history recording, the first being the Western way with
factual information; meanwhile the second one being the native Australian one, partly
fictionalized and “told as a story” (147). She continues that the author wanted to draw attention
to the fact that, commonly, the first source is accepted as a more credible one, to the detriment
of the second one which is perceived as irrelevant due to the lack of historical facts (Alternative
(Hi)stories).
A powerful symbol in the novel is the fence. The rabbit-proof fence was built in Australia
between 1901 and 1907 in order to prevent wild rabbits reaching the western side of the
continent (“Rabbit Proof”). Therefore, the purpose of the fence was to obstruct; however,
Pilkington humorously states that more rabbits were to be found in the western part than the
eastern one (Brewster). As the rabbits were introduced to Australia by colonialists themselves,
one could argue that the fence is a manifestation of the colonialist government’s incompetence.
Moreover, the fence has another symbol in the novel, thus Garimara/Pilkington writes: “For the
three runaways, the fence was a symbol of love, home and security” (109); meanwhile Utpal
(4) asserts that the fence “seems to be a symbolical umbilical cord”. The eldest, Molly, was
very well informed about the characteristics and exact whereabouts of the fence, due to her
white father who was an inspector of it. This fact might be the only one where the white
presence is viewed as positive and helpful.
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For Pilkington/Garimara, re-writing history is a “means of empowerment” (Horáková, “Bearing
Witness” 172), especially “the moments of emphasizing the survival of her community, rather
than the defeat which has been presented in so many white historians' and anthropologists'
publications” (Horáková, “Bearing Witness”172). The novel was a “process of healing and
reconciliation, both for Molly and Daisy, and for Pilkington herself” (Horáková, “Bearing
Witness”172) because the novel involved re-telling the oral history of the trek in a textual form.
As already mentioned, the epilogue gives the reader some information about the further life of
the protagonists. Its title is “What Happened to Them? Where Are They now?” and it “somehow
counteracts the traumatic content” (Horáková, “Bearing Witness” 172) as it informs the reader
of the prolific Aboriginal kinship and “demonstrates the failure of the central assimilationist
ideology which motivated the practical policies of removals” (Horáková, “Bearing Witness”
172).
The main aim of Indigenous life writing is spreading the stories of the silenced Aboriginal
peoples, and helping them recover from the trauma caused by the colonising nations such as
the assimilationist policy in Australia, or as Utpal puts it “a textual embodiment of Aboriginal
voice of assertion and affirmation against white authorities” (1). The trauma caused by these
policies was worst for the “stolen” Aboriginal children, as not only were they separated from
their loved ones, but they were also taken to a place where the living conditions were not easy.
The native settlements were overcrowded and “looked more like a concentration camp than a
residential school for Aboriginal children” (Pilkington/Garimara 72) and they were expected to
obey the white teachers and only speak English:
You girls can’t talk blackfulla language here, you know, came the warning from the
other side of the dorm. You gotta forget it and talk English all the time.
(Pilkington/Garimara 72)
Moreover, Pilkington/Garimara describes the conditions the Aboriginal children needed to live
in:
Instead of a residential school, the Aboriginal children were placed in an overcrowded
dormitory. The inmates, not students, slept on cyclone beds with government-issue
blankets. There were no sheets or pillow slips except on special occasions when there
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was an inspection by prominent officials. Then they were removed as soon as the visitors
left the settlement and stored away until the next visit. On the windows there were no
colourful curtains, just wire screens and iron bars. (Pilkington/Garimara 72)
Apart from these descriptions, statements of Aboriginal children can be found in the Bringing
Them Home Report (“Commonwealth of Australia”) from 1997. In the third chapter, one can
see how bad the conditions of these children really were.
The board regularly received complaints about the conditions in these institutions. A
1937 Board inquiry into allegations of extreme cruelty by the Kinchela manager led to
him being transferred to the station at Cumeragunja. (“Commonwealth of Australia” 38)
Moreover, in Part 3 of the Report, Children’s Experiences from those institutions can be found
which are not signed and only have an evidence number.
Confidential Evidence 170, South Australia:
Y’know, I can remember we used to just talk lingo. [In the Home], they used to tell us
not to talk that language, that it’s devil’s language. And they’d wash our mouths with
soap. We sorta had to sit down with Bible language all the time. So it sorta wiped all
our language that we knew. (“Commonwealth of Australia” 133)
Confidential Evidence 549, Northern Territory
There was no food, nothing. We was all huddled up in a room … like a little puppy-dog
… on the floor. Sometimes at night we’d cry with hunger, no food. We had to scrounge
in the town dump, eating old bread, smashing tomato sauce bottles, licking them. Half
of the time the food we got was from the rubbish dump. (“Commonwealth of Australia”
138)
Confidential Evidence 109, Queensland
Dormitory life was like living in hell. It was not a life. The only thing that sort of come
out of it was how to work, how to be clean, you know and hygiene. That sort of thing.
But we got a lot bashings. (“Commonwealth of Australia” 138)
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Confidential Evidence, New South Wales
These are people telling you to be Christian and they treat you less than a bloody animal.
One boy his leg was that gangrene we could smell him all down the dormitories before
they finally got him treated properly. (“Commonwealth of Australia” 139)
Similarly to these reports, Pilkington/Garimara describes the life in the Moore River Native
Settlement:
Like breakfast, the other meals were the most unappealing fare ever served to any human
being. Offal collected from the slaughterhouse and taken down to be cleaned and cooked
on the coals of a big fire lit on the banks of the river, was more tasty than what was
provided by the cook and staff at the kitchen. (66)
Moreover, Molly, Daisy and Gracie noticed the horrible environment in the settlement:
“I don’t like this place,” whispered Molly. “It’s like a gaol. They lock you up at night
time and come and open the door in the morning.” They had all noticed the bars across
the windows and were really scared of them. (Pilkington/Garimara 66)
5.2.2.2 The archive
In both parts of the novel, the author included excerpts from archival material including early
settlers’ diaries, newspaper reports, photocopies of original telegrams, police records and
station reports addressed to the Department of Native Affairs (Horáková, Alternative
(Hi)stories 148) which constantly remind the reader that the story is based on a real one.
Moreover, the archive is “depicted as an important means through which the colonisers
exercised power in the form of controlling Aboriginal people’s lives by monitoring their
movements, employments, family connections, relationships and marriages” (Horáková,
Alternative (Hi)stories 148). “[…] the whole state was told about them when this item appeared
in the West Australian on 11 August 1931” (Pilkington/Garimara 102):
MISSING NATIVE GIRLS
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The Chief Protector of Aborigines, Mr A. O. Neville, is concerned about three native
girls, ranging from eight to 15 years of age, who a week ago, ran away from the Moore
River Native Settlement, Mogumber. […] We are very anxious that no harm may come
to them in the bush. (Pilkington/Garimara 102)
In this article, the girls are portrayed as being vulnerable, and the authorities were supposedly
worried about them, as can be seen from the report above and the one below, written by Mr
Simpson, Inspector of the Police on 10 September 1931:
Unless these girls are intercepted, I am afraid that they are in for a very bad time after
they pass Gum Creek on the old Nannine-Wiluna Road. […] Water and native game
should be abundant at this time of the year, but as the girls get further to the north I fear
for their safety. (Pilkington/Garimara 113)
According to Brewster, the inclusion of these archive excerpts is mostly to show the invasion
of the Aboriginal’s private sphere by the public one, which has been happening to the native
peoples ever since colonisation. Brewster continues that the author of the novel also used the
archive material in order to show the irony of how the true threat to the girls were the authorities,
“It was the vast apparatus mobilised for their protection that terrorised them and which they
were fleeing” even though the public announcements from the authorities were filled with
worry and concern for Molly, Daisy and Gracie (Brewster).
According to Horáková (Alternative (Hi)stories), the author of the novel chose to use the
archival materials mainly for two reasons. Firstly, Pilkington/Garimara used them in order to
show the horrific system of state control and mistreatment of native peoples and secondly, to
provide an alternative to this system of surveillance by “showing histories and life experiences
which inhabit the space outside this archival material” (Horáková, Alternative (Hi)stories 148).
Brewster asserts that this leads to the establishment of a “counter-archive”, consisting mainly
of describing traditional Aboriginal practices. She continues that “it is not, however, an archive
that confines a total knowledge under the purview of the state, but one that enables that
knowledge to be mobilised in everyday life in the service of a resistant identity formation”.
According to Horáková (Alternative (Hi)stories), the counter-archive is proof of how the
government did not completely define the Indigenous peoples, as the three main protagonists
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happily reach their destination, “outwitting the dominant power” (149) and showing how the
Aboriginal race is able to outlive the “extermination policies” (Alternative (Hi)stories 149)
5.2.2.3 Racism and colonialism
The main themes of the novel are racism and colonialism. As mentioned, the novel begins with
the author presenting the native culture and traditions and the description of the beginnings of
the settlers’ arrival.
Pilkington writes how many of the Aboriginal people believed that the colonizers were indeed
spirits “gengas” (Pilkington/Garimara 9) and not humans; therefore, they did not foresee the
dispossessions they were about to face. The settlers were about to take their land and separate
them from their traditional ways:
Those Nyungar men about whom Yellagonga was speaking had no idea what was
happening when they met Captain Fremantle. The Captain told the men, the traditional
owners who had gathered on the muddy banks of the river: “My government has advised
me to meet with you and discuss this matter with you and seek your approval before
giving your country and English name” […] Dayup only wished he knew what this
stranger was talking about. (Pilkington/Garimara 9)
Moreover, when the settlers moved further around the continent, they prevented the indigenous
people from getting food.
“We can’t go along our hunting trails,” Bidgup told him. “They are blocked by fences.
And when we climbed over the fence, one of those men pointed one of those things –
guns – at us and threatened to shoot us if we went in there again,” said an irritated
Meedo. (Pilkington/Garimara 9)
The settlers brought with them English law and sentenced the Aboriginal peoples according to
it. However, Pilkington describes how when a white settler was involved in wrong-doing, the
authorities simply ignored it.
“Yet when old man Udja complained to the magistrate that a white man stole his wife,
Nella he was given a bag of flour and told to go home,” Moody reminded them. “That
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old man expected the same form of justice under the white man’s law. He never got it”.
(Pilkington/Garimara 15)
Soon after the first settlers had arrived, the natives were expected to completely conform. It is
out of this mentality that the issue of the Stolen Generations arose, as the English people were
convinced of their own supremacy.
Furthermore, white people continuously insulted the Aboriginal native peoples, for example the
annual distribution of blankets. In the novel, the excerpt from the Illustrated Melbourne Post
of 20 August 1861 commenting the distribution of the blankets can be found:
A sorry return for millions of acres of fertile land of which we have deprived them. But
they are grateful for small things and the scanty supply of food and raiment doled out to
this miserable remnant of a once numerous people, is received by them with the most
lively gratitude. (Pilkington/Garimara 17)
When the native nomads stumbled upon the numerous stations that the white settlers established
in the desert, they found everything to be different to their societies. The settlers gave them
food incomparably better to anything found in the desert and therefore the natives stayed in the
station and learned the new ways.
They stood around in a circle, staring at the heap of clothing that the boss and the missus
and others used to cover their bodies. The desert dwellers were baffled, they could not
understand why anyone would be embarrassed or offended by their own nakedness:
their normal, natural appearance. (Pilkington/Garimara 26)
The inevitable mixing white settlers and the indigenous population, including the sexual
exploitation of native women, brought mixed-race children into this world and with them a
whole new problem for the white settlers. Soon enough, they came up with the idea of
integrating them by taking them away from their Aboriginal families and begin to
systematically wipe out the Aboriginal race.
Eventually, the Western Australian government decided to establish two institutions for
Aboriginal children with white fathers: one at Carralup Settlement near Katanning in
the south-west, and the Moore River Native Settlement, north of Perth and 13 kilometres
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west of Mogumber. […] Patrol officers travelled far and wide removing part-Aboriginal
children from their families and transported them hundreds of kilometres down south.
(Pilkington/Garimara 40)
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6

COMPARISON

The novels Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence and Sorry have many common points. In this
chapter, some of them will be presented.
6.1

DEPICTION OF ABORIGINAL PRACTICES

In both novels, we find a depiction of different Aboriginal traditions. For an illustration, some
examples of them are given from both novels, to show how important it was for both the authors
to include this in their works, as cultural identity is crucial for the tribes who have been
colonised and succumbed to a different culture.


Hunting:
Seen below are two descriptions, from Follow the Rabbit-Proof Fence and Sorry
respectively, showing both the skill of the hunters and the relationship with their natural
environment as a central component of their cultural identity.
o

All the men waited in strategic places around the scrub as the animals dashed
out in panic. Then they either speared or clubbed them to death”.
(Pilkington/Garimara 2)

o

It was Mary, in the end, who was the big success. She captured and killed a redbellied black snake, whipping it onto a rock, breaking first its back, and then
crushing its head with her digging stick. (Jones, Sorry 70)



Mourning practices
Another central component of the cultural identity of an ethnic group is the manner in
which they mourn their dead and departed. The mourning practices seen in both books
emphasise physical pain as an expression of grief.
o

Mary found a rock and struck at her head until it bled, to show in the Walmajarri
way her grieving for her mother, to feel it truly and painfully. (Jones, Sorry 56)
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o

Behind them, those remaining in the camp found strong sharp objects and gashed
themselves and inflicted wounds to their heads and bodies as an expression of
their sorrow. (Pilkington/Garimara 45)



Spiritual beliefs
Spiritual beliefs often govern the customs and ethics of societies and in Aboriginal
societies belief in the existence of spirits is common. The impact of spirits in the lives
of the protagonists in the two books can be seen below.
o

From Sal and Daf I learned that my totem was a green tree frog: many had
appeared in the wet season, at the time of my birth, and that this frog-fella, this
one, this one was special to me. […] there were spirits everywhere that might
enter a woman, and Mandjabari, the old woman, said Daff one day might know.
(Jones, Sorry 33)

o

Yes, the thing fitted the description of a marbu, a sharp-toothed, flesh-eating evil
spirit that has been around since the Dreamtime. The old people always told
children to be careful and to watch out for them and now the three girls have
finally seen one. (Pilkington/Garimara 85)



Food
In addition to the skills involved in the physical act of hunting, knowledge of animal
tracks and the various edible plants in their environment serves as a method for
differentiating ethnic groups. The two quotes below illustrate the knowledge that can be
obtained from the bush which was invisible to the settlers.
o

[…] taught them to track back, hunting stealthily, to a log hole or a burrow. The
ripples of departed snakes, the scroll shapes and mounds and pathways of bush
tucker – all that had been inscribed there before them, in a hidden language never
noticed, became suddenly visible. (Jones, Sorry 54)
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o

For the Mardu people throughout the Western Desert this was the season for
taking long walks in the bush, foraging for bush tucker and feasting on the day’s
catch. […] The other bush foods, such as the girdi girdi,murrandus and bush
turkeys, were shared amongst the community. (Pilkington/Garimara 42)

6.2

DEPICTION OF THE WHITE SETTLERS’ IMPACT ON THE ABORIGINAL SOCIETY

Colonisation had a large impact on the Aboriginal peoples. Contact with the colonisers made
their life harder and they had to face problems due to the white settlers' prevalent feeling of
superiority (“Australians Together”, What About History?). When colonising Australia, the
settlers changed the land and the indigenous people, who were starting to diminish in numbers.
Most of these events have been not widely discussed in the general public (“Australians
Together”, What About History?). Therefore, it can be argued that the negative impacts of
colonisation have been widely “forgotten” (“Australians Together”, What About History?). One
method for discussing the events of early Australian history is through literature. A style called
Aboriginal life-writing (Brewster) has emerged, in this thesis namely represented by Follow the
Rabbit Proof Fence. The author depicts the changes brought by the settlers and how they
affected the indigenous population. The novel Sorry is not characterised as life-writing because
it does not centre round the story of an Indigenous character; however the author still shows the
impacts of white society on the everyday lives of the native peoples. Some of the common
points in the two novels are listed below.


Identifying white-settler fathers
With the establishment of communities such as Jigalong where the native peoples
started to move due to the white men taking their land, children of mixed-race started to
be born. Neville wrote, “Our [white] men appropriated full-blood women from the
earliest days of settlement” (43), meaning the birth of “half-caste” children was
inevitable. As already mentioned, these children were perceived as more intelligent than
their “full-blood” native counterparts, yet still a threat to the plans of the Australian
government, striving for an “all-white” Australia.
o

Mary was Walmajarri, she said, from near Fitzroy Crossing. Her people were
desert people. Her mother was Dootharra and her father was a white stockman,
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a kartiya, no name, buggered off, somewhere, long time, nobody knows,
somewheres, longaway. (Jones, Sorry 55)
o

The child’s father was none other than the boss himself. His name was Thomas
Craig, an Englishman who was employed as an inspector of the rabbit-proof
fence for a few years. (Pilkington/Garimara 36)

Both novels portray a lack of paternal love between the white father and the half-caste child.
Both fathers minimalised interaction with their daughters and are generally portrayed as
completely absent.


Portraying “half-caste” children being taken away from their families
Children of mixed-origin were kept under the strict surveillance of the government,
because it was decided that they were to be taken away from their families in order to
make them forget their identity, culture and heritage and to teach them the “white ways”.
The moment when the government officials came in order to take the child away was
stressful for the child and their kinship.
o

She and the rest of the women began to wail louder, their hearts now burdened
with sadness of the girls’ departure and the uncertainty of ever seeing them
again. The girls were also weeping. The wailing grew louder as the vehicle that
was taking them away headed towards the gate. Each girl felt the pain of being
torn from their mothers’ and grandmothers’ arms. (Pilkington/Garimara 48)

o

[…] someone from the Government, seeing her pale skin, seized her from her
mother and took her to Balgo Mission. She cried and cried. She said that her
mother spoke to her in the wind, and that she was crying too, full of whispery
breath, overflowing and spreading out, coming like wind-spirit across the land
to find and to claim her. But it was no good, they never saw each other again.
Mary was six years old when she was taken away. (Jones, Sorry 55)



Abuse of the Native women
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The white settlers saw the Aboriginal women as inferior, and therefore many cases of
abuse were known to the Aboriginal community. The two quotes below illustrate the
sexual assault and exploitation of Aboriginal woman and the savagery of the settlers.
o

Those cruel and murderous men came ashore and stole Aboriginal women and
kept them on board their ships as sexual slaves, then murdered them and tossed
their bodies into the ocean when their services were no longer required.
(Pilkington/Garimara 4)

o

Perdita saw the humped form of her father’s back and heard him grunting and
pounding, and she could hear from the shadow beneath him the sound of Mary
softly weeping. (Jones, Sorry 60)



Humiliation of the Aboriginal peoples
The newly established British colonial system “did not understand, respect or value
Indigenous Australians” (“Australians Together”, What about History?). The
newcomers had continuously humiliated the Aboriginal peoples, and it can be argued
that due to this humiliation, they have appropriated a sense of inferiority which is
nowadays still present. Due to the humiliation, the Indigenous population became poor
and disadvantaged, which can also be seen today due to the “long term effect of lack of
opportunities in previous generations” (“Australians Together”, What about History?).
o

Nicholas and Perdita were both woken by the call of butcher birds in a nearby
tamarind tree, and by a clanking metallic sound that turned out to be a group of
Aboriginal men in Iron chains, linked painfully by their ankles. […] humiliated,
caught, and wondered what they had done to be so cruelly constrained. (Jones,
Sorry 46)

o

The whites had created two sets of laws; this was very confusing for the Nyungar
people to understand and accept. There were unending conflicts between the
traditional owners and the white invaders, with reports of merciless killings on
both sides. (Pilkington/Garimara 15)
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Helplessness of the Aboriginal peoples before the white laws
The white settlers brought their white laws to reign over Australia. The Indigenous
population had its own system of rules and laws, so they did not conform to the white
laws, but they were eventually forced to do so. The settlers used their laws which were
incomprehensive to the Aboriginal population, the only way the Indigenous population
tried to escape them was with different tricks which illustrated their helplessness.
o

Their grandfather even went as far as to take them on walkabouts in the bush
where he ground black charcoal into fine powder and rubbed it into their bodies,
covering them from their faces right down to their toes. This powder […] would
protect them and prevent them from being taken away from their families.
(Pilkington/Garimara 42)

o

No one will believe the word of a bush blackfella. “Unless”, she added, “They’re
confessing a crime”. (Jones, Sorry 203)

6.3

DEPICTION OF THE ABORIGINAL PEOPLES

Gail Jones: Sorry
The Aboriginal peoples were not viewed as equal and the descriptions from the book clearly
state the white men’s perception of the native peoples. At the beginning of the novel, one of the
main protagonists Nicolas Keene, who moved to Australia in order to do research on the
Aboriginal peoples, saw them as:
Tribal peoples base, unintelligent and equivalent to children, but also that they held in
their behaviours and beliefs the origins of sex, aggression and identity. He believed in
the British Empire, in its right of governance. (Jones, Sorry 7)
After arriving to Australia, the anthropologist had a meeting with the Chief Protector of the
Aborigines “and was told that his field-work projects would be useful in the governance of the
natives; they needed to be watched and assessed” (Jones, Sorry 11).
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As mentioned in the previous chapters, the Chief Protector of the Aborigines was appointed in
order to help the native peoples, but as the historical facts suggest, his sole purpose was to
degrade them, take their land and obliterate their race from the face of the planet.
The Aborigine, he said, like all primitive peoples, had a tendency to expire on contact
with a superior race. It was the sad duty of Civilised Man to raise or erase the lesser
humans, to enable the March of Progress and the Completion of God’s Plan. He
confirmed that knowledge of how the black buggers thought would be useful in their
management and control. (Neville 12)
After being sent in the outback to the proximity of the Aboriginal tribe he was supposed to do
research on, Nicolas Keene’s first comments are:
I saw a clump of acacia, and beneath it, in sparse shade, resting in the groove of a dry
creek-bed, a family group of about ten or twelve people. They would be the subjects, or
rather, objects of my research. [...] They wore cast-off clothes, mostly filthy and
shredded, and had matted hair and looks of drear resignation. They roasted a lizard –
one I would later know as goanna – in the ashes of a fire, and passed a canvas water bag
between them, each taking a swig. (Jones, Sorry 19)
However, despite the hostile opinion about the Australian Aboriginal that Gail Jones portrays
through Nicolas Keene, she also shows the complete opposite though the eyes of Nicolas
Keene’s daughter, Perdita, who never got any affection from her real white family members.
There is a huge contrast between the barrenness of the attitude of little girl’s real family and the
warm, affectionate welcome in the Aboriginal community:
If it had not been for the Aboriginal women who raised me, I would never have known
what it is like to lie against a breast, to sense skin as a gift, to feel the throb of a low
pulse at the base of the neck, to listen, in intimate and sweet propinquity, to air entering
and leaving a resting body. (Jones, Sorry 5)
Perdita formed a meaningful relationship with the Aboriginal community which accepted her
as if she were one of them. The Aboriginal women also taught her the “full-mouthed sounds of
indigenous nouns, the clever and precise onomatopoeia of the bird names, the cyclical songs,
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full of sonorous droning (Jones, Sorry 32), which, according to Kossew, “emphasizes the
potential of language for cross-cultural communication” (Saying Sorry 180).

Doris Pilkington/Nugi Garimara: Follow the Rabbit-Proof Fence
In the novel Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence, the depictions of the Aboriginal peoples are real
excerpts from reports done by the white officials. Many of them refer to the children of mixedraces.
The girls were not getting a fair chance as the blacks consider the half-castes inferior to
them (Department of Native Affairs file no. 173/30). (qtd. in Pilkington/Garimara 39)
Moreover, as the three main protagonists of the novel were of mixed race, the government kept
a close eye on them, knowing that they will eventually take them away from their families.
There are two half-caste girls at Jigalong – Molly 15 years, Crissy [also called Gracie]
11 years; in my opinion I think you should see about them as they are running wild with
the whites (Department of Native Affairs file no. 175/30). (qtd. in Pilkington/Garimara
41)
Existing police records describing the little girls also use the term “half-caste”, which is
nowadays seen as offensive.
[…] He followed the tracks on 4/9/31 and came up with three female half-castes who
were travelling north along the rabbit-proof fence. He then ascertained that … one was
about 8 years of age and the other two older. They were all dressed in khaki dressed and
dark overcoats and were carrying a bundle and a billycan (Original Police No. 5979/31
Reg. No. 1163). (qtd. in Pilkington/Garimara 111)
Apart from this, a report on the Aboriginal race has been made upon the arrival of the settlers.
In the Diary of Ten Years, George Fletcher Moore wrote:
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Black servants, I find, are very serviceable in this colony; on them we eventually depend
for labour, as we can never afford to pay English servants the high wages they expect,
besides feeding them so well. The black fellows receive little more than rice – their
simple diet. (qtd. in Pilkington/Garimara 16)
Nugi Garimara engaged with her own family history and her main characters are predominately
people of Aboriginal lineage. She did not use a character of a white settler in order to portray
the overall mentality, as Gail Jones did in her novel; she did, however, include existing reports,
as mentioned above. A clear difference can be seen in the description of the native peoples, as
opposed to views of Nicholas Keene, in Gail Jones’ Sorry.
His long, wavy, grey hair and thick white beard heightened his dignified appearance as
he approached the camp carrying two fish traps filled with marrons and gilgies for his
family’s breakfast. He had power and strength which commanded respect.
(Pilkington/Garimara 2)
Another example is of a different description of an Aboriginal camp:
Behind him, the sounds of normal, everyday camp life continued: mothers and
grandmothers yelling orders to their offspring, children playing games, some fighting
and

squabbling,

others

delightedly

splashing

and

diving

in

the

pool.

(Pilkington/Garimara 3)
6.4

DEPICTION OF AUSTRALIA

In both novels the depiction of Australia as seen from the white settler's point of view is purely
negative. Even though it was the native people’s home, the authors did not include many
positive descriptions of the land, leaving the Aboriginal peoples speechless when it comes to
describing the land they lived on. The only positive description can be found at the very
beginning of the novel Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence, as already mentioned above.
 The country to which Nicholas and Stella came in 1930 was alien and indecipherable.

There was an economic depression, a fear of communists, a secessionist movement
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rising in the west. There was a shabby genteel aristocracy, gold millionaires, indigent
labourers and an isolationist attitude. (Jones, Sorry 11)
 What it did mean was that the first European settlers had arrived. Their landing in June
1829, during the wet, winter weather was a disappointing introduction to their new
home. There they sat in their fine clothes, huddled together under a canvas shelter and
watched glumly as the rain poured down on their trunks containing […] personal
belongings. […] “Where is the Arcadian land that we heard so much about, the land of
rustic paradise?” […] “This certainly isn’t the place.” (Pilkington/Garimara 11)
6.5

AUTHORS – WOMEN

Both authors are women and the majority of novels concerning the Stolen Generations were
written by women, as for example Kate Grenville, Anita Heiss, Mary R. Terszak, Ruth Hegarty,
Sally Morgan, Glenyse Ward and many others. According to Sue Barrett, there are three reasons
for this, the first one being the fact that Aboriginal women are the bearers of the native
knowledge (2). Barrett continues that “official white discourse and policy concentrated on the
women rather than the men and the women were doubly affected by the policy of child removal
first as children and then as mothers” (2). She concludes that “white official discourse
continually denied the women’s feelings for their children” (Barrett 2) as she also shows with
a citation from a book by Anna Haebich Fragmenting Indigenous Families 1800-2000
(Haebich).
I am convinced that the short lived grief of the parent is of little consequence compared
to the children’s future. The half-caste is intellectually above the aborigine and it is the
duty of the State that they be given a chance to lead a better and purer life than their
brothers. I would not hesitate for one moment to separate any half-caste from its
aboriginal mother, no matter how frantic her momentary grief may be at the time. They
soon forget their offspring. (qtd. in Barrett 3)
However, neither in Follow the Rabbit-Proof Fence nor Sorry does the reader witness the pain
of the mother whose child was taken away, perhaps some of the facts might just be too intimate
or painful to include.
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6.5.1 Gail Jones

In the article Speaking Shadows: Justice and the poetic, Gail Jones recalls a memory from her
childhood that is “accompanied by a swelling, inner bloom of shame, a sensation of discomfort
and moral unease” (79). As she lived in the multicultural town of Broom when she was a child,
her counterparts were of different races. The memory is about her and an Aboriginal girl:
In my seventh year, the Governor General visited the town and there was to be a formal
welcome and presentation at the small school I attended. I was chosen to give a speech,
and an Aboriginal girl from the Catholic school (the only other school in the town) was
chosen to present a bouquet of flowers. We were dressed similarly, each with stiff flared
dress, held by a bow at the back, each with sandals and ribbons in our hair. We marched
up the steps of a dias together, and together we curtseyed. […] I made my little speech,
and the other girl presented her flowers. We did not speak to each other, nor did I ever
learn her name: we were simply wedded in this task of symbolic obeisance to the Crown.
(Jones, Speaking Shadows 79)
Jones continues by declaring this event as a “corrupt drama of the taken-for-granted privilege
of whiteness” (Speaking Shadows 79). Moreover, she asserts how embarrassing the memory is,
as it was generally perceived the white child should speak; meanwhile the Aboriginal one has
to stay silent (Jones, Speaking Shadows 79).
6.5.2 Nugi Garimara/Doris Pilkington

In an interview by Christine Watson, Garimara/Pilkington shared some memories about writing
the novel but also gave an insight how the Australian policy of taking children away from their
families affected her as an adult.
According to Pilkington/Garimara, she “had no idea how to bring up babies” (qtd. in Watson
31) mainly because she had been taken from her mother to be raised at the Moore River Native
Settlement as well and therefore had no example to look up to. Moreover, she describes the
policies of the native settlements in the interview with Anne Brewster:
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[…] I'd forgotten my traditional life-style and language. I got it belted out of me when I
was three years old. And many became ashamed to have full-blood relations. I wasn't
ashamed, because I remembered that I used to run away to the camps where the people
used to have fires, when I was a kid in the settlement. I got caught one time and got a
hiding. I was told: You're not allowed to go to the natives in the camp. (qtd. in Brewster
148)
6.6

TRAUMA IN THE NOVELS

In the 1990s, the study of trauma had reached its climax, where “psychological trauma, its
representation in language, and the role of memory in shaping individual and cultural identities
are the central concerns” (Mambrol). According to Herrero, the traumatic event was neither
acknowledged nor experienced fully at the time therefore the person is haunted by it (285).
According to Erikson, a traumatic event can be shared “among a wider community of
individuals” (458) and it can “give victims the feeling that they have been set apart and made
special” (458). He also argues that “for some survivors, this sense of difference can become the
basis for a mute, aching loneliness, where the traumatic memory is treated as a solitary burden
that needs to be expunged by acts of denial and resistance” (Erikson 458).
Trauma is present in both analysed novels, as the Aboriginal author of Follow the Rabbit Proof
Fence tries to contend with her own personal trauma through her writing; meanwhile the author
of Sorry presents the trauma of the white settlers through characters in the novel.
6.6.1 Gail Jones' Sorry

As Herrero points out, in Gail Jones' novel, the scene of Perdita's father being murdered haunts
her over and over again. Perdita fails to comprehend the event, as she had been the one to
slaughter her father with a knife due to his forcing on Mary. However, Perdita is incapable of
recalling what had exactly happened: “As her story progressed Perdita found it more and more
difficult to speak; her mind was clouding over as if it was impossible to reach the details of
what had occurred” (Jones, Sorry 147).
Moreover, according to Herrero, Perdita would have to “overcome her initial response to
trauma” (285), what in the end she does with the help of the speech therapist Dr. Victor Oblov:
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Perdita had been able to talk to Dr Oblov as she had to no one else – to disclose her
secret confounding, her love for Mary and Billy […] (Jones, Sorry 166)
Before she met the Russian speech therapist, Perdita had been lost, she wanted to vanish, hide
into an old boab tree “[…] and squeeze herself inside, pleased to be enclosed, imagining for a
moment that she might stay there, never to be found, never-ever, never-ever” (Jones, Sorry
123–124). Perdita has been visiting Dr Oblov for over a year when she finally reconstructed
what had happened on the day of her father’s murder: “There was a rush of anxiety and a rush
of illumination, and Perdita saw before her, as if cinematically arranged, the complete,
recovered scene of her father’s death” (Jones, Sorry 192).
However, the traumatic experiences explored in the novel are mainly Perdita's, even though
Mary, the Aboriginal girl, was the real victim and had suffered due to confessing a crime she
had not committed (Herrero 285). Apart from this, Mary had suffered sexual abuse and, as being
a stolen child, the trauma of being forcibly taken away from her parents. Therefore, according
to Herrero, she should “show symptoms of chronic childhood trauma” (286), yet the reader
focuses on “the female settler as traumatized subject” as Mary's “motives and thoughts remain
opaque” (286). As Mary's world remains a mystery, Jones implies that the reason for this is her
“otherness”, as by unveiling it this would be “a form of inappropriate appropriation” (Herrero
287).
Herrero continues that the novel could be interpreted as “another example of a recurrent
phenomenon in contemporary Australian literature, namely the desperate attempt to heal the
anxieties of (un)belonging that haunt settler culture” (286). The descendants of the white settlers
became aware how the older generations had ruined the Aboriginal peoples and are now dealing
with a “traumatic sense of the loss of a properly constituted national selfhood” where “a oncecertain sense of being-in-the-nation, that feeling flowing from the authority of colonial
possession, suddenly seemed to be irretrievably delegitimized” (qtd. in Herrero 286). As
Herrero points out, the anxiety of the white settlers was made even greater in 1997, with the
issue of the Bringing Them Home report, where the Stolen Generations were presented to the
general public, who had been mostly unaware of the government's wrongdoings to the
Aboriginal children and families (286).
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The characteristics of a trauma novel can be seen in multiple settler characters in Jones' novel,
not only Perdita. For example, Stella's trauma is showed by her alienation, mainly with her
mentally fleeing the real world into the realm of Shakespeare, but also, as Herrero shows, with
her recurrent snow dream that is also present in the closing of the novel (289).
Afraid of slumber agitation, or ghostly visits, I willed myself to think instead of Stella's
snow dream: a field of flakes descending, the slow transformation of the shapes of the
world, the slow, inconclusive, obliteration. […] Everything was losing definition and
outline. Everything was disappearing under the gradual snow. (Jones, Sorry 214)
Herrero argues that the snow dreams show her alienation but also her wish of Perdita's
disappearance (289). She continues that this recurring dream is a symbol of Perdita's and Stella's
trauma, and that one has to be aware of the different causes of trauma with the two women
characters. Stella is traumatised due to “displacement” (Herrero 289); meanwhile Perdita
suffers due to her act of violence towards her father, Nicolas Keene.
Moreover, another characteristic of trauma fiction is the “repetition of language and imagery”
(Herrero 289), which can be clearly seen in Jones' novel in the character of Stella and Perdita,
and it shows “both entrapment and the healing working-through process” (Herrero 289).
Moreover, symbolic elements showing Stella's trauma are: the above mentioned snow dream,
her obsession with old buttons which can be clearly seen when Perdita remembers the details
from the day of her father's murder:
The details remain: Stella had a button missing on her blouse. Her fingers played around
the buttonhole and fidgeted at the gape. (Jones, Sorry 213)
The last element is the Spanish shawl Stella got as a present, which, as Herrero points out, was
“the sad emblem of all her lost dreams, of all that was un-Shakespearean about her life” (Jones,
Sorry 10).
Herrero argues that repetition can have a positive and a negative side. According to her, the
positive thing is that repetition can “work positively towards memory and catharsis, serving to
create both a pleasurable tension in the reader and give coherence to the narrative plot” (Herrero
290). On the other hand, repetition can be negative due to the fact that it can “negatively replay
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the past as if it were fully present, thus remaining trapped within trauma's stagnant influence”
(Herrero 289). Moreover, it is with repetition that Perdita overcomes her trauma, by retelling
the event to Dr Victor Oblov and in the end fully grasping the memory. In this case, Herrero
argues, that “repetition creates a state of energy which ultimately allows for the emergence of
mastery, the restored dominance of the pleasure principle, and thus sanity” (290).
A certain symbolic feature can be found in the novel, mainly the “recurrent appearance of trios”
which “creates cohesive structures of parallels and contrasts” (Herrero 290). Furthermore, the
examples of this recurrence proposed by Herrero are the following: Mary, Billy and Perdita
made three necklaces which was the ultimate sign of their bonding, Stella sewed three with the
same print for herself, Perdita and Mary, which mainly symbolize their “shared submission to
Nicholas” (Herrero 290). Moreover, the number three can also be found when Perdita saw three
kangaroos after she had fled the household due to her father being violent which made her
realize that the world outside can be nice, “the world is also these fond, benevolent presences,
fur-warm and comforting, wanting nothing, silent” (Jones, Sorry 35).
Perdita has suffered “emotional and material deprivations” (Herrero 290) the revelation of
which can be seen with the recurring appearance of flowers: “She [Perdita] had never seen such
blooms before, nor smelled such sweetness. These were objects that had existed only in fiction”
(Jones, Sorry 140). Moreover, as Herrero (290) suggests, the flowers are an important symbol
throughout the novel, as at the end of the novel, it is a glass dome in the office of Dr Victor
Oblov that she chooses to hold while trying to overcome her trauma which contains “a multipetalled flower of startling turquoise, the like of which could not possibly exist in nature”
(Jones, Sorry 159).
6.6.2 Pilkington/Garimara's Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence

Doris Pilkington's Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence can be characterised as life writing and also
as a trauma narrative (Horáková, Bearing Witness 166) as it mainly presents the traumas
Indigenous peoples had to face due to colonization (Horáková, Separation, Assimilation and
Trauma 115). Opposed to Gail Jones, Nugi Garimara/Doris Pilkington was actually directly
affected by the Australian government's policies; therefore, her Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence
is a non-fiction novel. According to Horáková (“Separation, Assimilation and Trauma”), the
wholesome experience of the Stolen Generations was “brutal, resulting in collective and
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transgenerational trauma impacting most of Indigenous families” (116). Horáková argues that
the stories published by the native peoples are extremely important in order to “come to terms
with the suppressed histories of separation and assimilation and to bear witness to the
subsequent collective trauma” (“Separation, Assimilation and Trauma” 117). She continues that
this is achieved with the “actual documentation of historical events” (“Separation, Assimilation
and Trauma” 117) and also “through employing resistance strategies in the narratives”
(“Separation, Assimilation and Trauma” 117).
Pilkington' narrative “provides a link between the notion of re-writing history and inscribing
traumatic experience” (Horáková, “Bearing Witness” 156). Moreover, through her writing, the
author deals with her personal and collective trauma, and therefore Horáková asserts that the
novel presents to her a “healing process” (“Bearing Witness” 156). Moreover, she continues
that with her choice of “vocabulary, images and symbols” Pilkington had chosen to “convey
the experience of having been forced to submit to government institutions” (Horáková,
“Bearing Witness” 162). Horáková continues that those images and symbols can be the one of
parents and child separation:
As the car disappeared down the road, old Granny Frinda lay crumpled on the red dirt
calling for her granddaughters and cursing the people responsible for their abduction. In
their grief, the women asked why their children should be taken from them.
(Pilkington/Garimara 48)
Moreover, it could be the harsh punishment from the staff, as for example the one in the Moore
River Settlement, where badly behaved “half-caste” children who wanted to escape the
settlement, got severely punished:
They all got seven days’ punishment with just bread and water. Mr Johnson shaved their
heads bald and made them parade around the compound so that everyone could see
them. (Pilkington/Garimara 71)
Another symbol is the description of their trauma from having to be separated from their
families:
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The two frightened and miserable girls began to cry, silently at first, then uncontrollably;
their grief made worse by the lamentations of their loved ones and the visions of them
sitting on the ground in their camp letting their tears mix with the red blood that flowed
from the cuts on their heads. (Pilkington/Garimara 45)
Horáková (“Bearing Witness”) argues that even though the author writes from her close family's
experience, the reader has the impression “that she also depicts something larger, something
reaching beyond the individual experience” (162). Horáková continues that Pilkington's novel
as being a representative of trauma narrative, needs to “be understood as a broader and more
inclusive term” where “the choice of the third-person narration […] certainly engages readers
in a different way than an autobiographical voice” (“Bearing Witness” 164).
According to Horáková (“Bearing Witness”), the authorities had different ways and motives to
separate children from their families, yet in Pilkington's example, they were literally “abducted”
from their community (167). As she continues, she shows how the Aboriginal family had known
how the day when their girls will be taken away will come:
Fear and anxiety swept over them when they realised that the fateful day they had been
dreading had come at last. They always knew that it would only be a matter of time
before the government would track them [the girls] down. When Constable Riggs,
Protector of the Aborigines, finally spoke his voice was full of authority and purpose.
They knew without a doubt that he was the one who took their children in broad daylight
– not like the evil spirits who came into their camps in the night. (Pilkington/Garimara
44)
As Horáková (“Bearing Witness”) asserts, the separation affected the community as well,
mainly due to the feeling of helplessness and knowing they can only save their offspring by
hiding them in the bush or preventing mothers to give birth in hospitals and therefore not
registering the child (167). Their inability of doing anything to prevent the removal was
documented in the Bringing Them Home Report, more precisely in the third chapter, where it
is stated that “The only way a parent could prevent the removal was to appeal to a court”
(Commonwealth of Australia 35). However, below this statement, the Parliamentary Debates
from 1914-15 are cited:
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We are told that the parents have an appeal. What does an appeal mean? Suppose a poor
Aboriginal woman goes into court, who will listen to her? (qtd. in Commonwealth of
Australia 35)
Moreover, the trauma connected to the government's policies of children's removal was
destructive for the communities as it could have happened at “any time and very unexpectedly,
with no time to prepare the family or the children, so the mothers had to be alert at all times”
(Horáková, “Bearing Witness” 167). Therefore, it can be argued that the trauma was
omnipresent – before, during and after the removal, especially knowing that the stolen children
will, most likely, never be seen again, as they were intentionally sent to institutions far away
from their home (Horáková, “Bearing Witness” 167).
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7

CONCLUSION

This thesis examined the depiction of the Aboriginal Stolen Generations in literature, more
precisely, it focused on the analysis of two novels: Gail Jones’ Sorry and Doris Pilkington’s
Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence. In both novels, one can find the depiction of the Stolen
Generations; however, in Pilkington’s novel, it is much more present than in Jones’. The latter
deals with the omnipresent silence, inability of expressing the most important thoughts and
truths. Due to this, the novel has a “political-allegorical aspect” (Belleflame 3). As Jones
(Speaking Shadows 84) puts it, the novel Sorry does not depict the Stolen Generations as “it
would be presumptuous to do so” but gravitates around the inability of apologising, as it was
the case with the Australian government not apologising to the Stolen Generations until Kevin
Rudd’s official apology in 2008. To that date, many Australians had been oblivious to the
atrocities committed by their government; therefore, it can be argued that one of the most
important goals and functions of these two novels is to present the other side of the coin to the
non-Indigenous Australians and letting them see the entire picture of their country's history
(Barrett 5).
In Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence, the theme of the Stolen Generations is a central one, as the
experience was lived by the author’s close relatives and is a true story based on historical facts.
The protagonists, three Aboriginal girls, were robbed of their identity by being taken away from
their Aboriginal families into the Moore River Native Settlement, where they could not
converse in their own language nor express their culture (Utpal 3). The government imposed
the white ways upon them and forced them to forget their cultural identity.
As this topic is difficult to fully comprehend, but necessary to explain to younger readers as
well, an analysis of the children’s book Stories for Simon can be found in this thesis where the
author seeks to explain the topic to children. It bears important definitions and presentations for
children of difficult issues such as the need for reconciliation. It is of great importance that these
topics are discussed with children, so they begin to be aware of historical facts that should never
be repeated.
The theoretical part of this thesis introduced the reader to the concept of the Aboriginal peoples
and Stolen Generations and gave an insight into the publications of the previous Australian
governments, concerning these two topics. Namely, the work of the Chief Protector of
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Aborigines, A. O. Neville, Australia’s Coloured Minority; Its Place in the Community,
published in 1946, is presented and discussed. The man who was put in charge to help the
Aboriginal children, was, ironically, the main culprit for mistreating entire Aboriginal
generations.
In chapter 6, different aspects were analysed, mainly depictions connected to the Aboriginal
society and the consequences of the settler’s impact. Therefore, the main observations include
depictions of Aboriginal practices, white settler’s impact on the Aboriginal society, Aboriginal
peoples and Australia, taken from both novels and compared. The goal of this chapter was to
show the similarities between the novels, even though fairly different backgrounds of both
authors. These depictions are included in the analysis.
Both novels have also been analysed from the point of view as representatives of the genre
“trauma novel”. Both authors write about traumas their protagonists had to face. Jones’ main
characters were traumatised to different extents, due to different reasons, yet all scarred with
experienced sorrow. Pilkington’s characters all endured the same traumatic event – forcible
removal from their parents and the traumatic effort of trying to reunite with them on a 1,600
km long walk through the Australian outback. The main protagonists are representatives of the
Stolen Generations and the story in the novel is based on true events.
Research conducted in this thesis provides a basis for future studies connected with the topic of
the Stolen Generations and the traumatic events the Aboriginal children were succumbed to.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
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9.2

APPENDIX B

Apology to the Aboriginal society by Kevin Rudd (Extract)
Today, the Government of Australia will move the following motion of apology
in the Parliament of Australia.

We come together today to deal with an ugly chapter in our nation's history.
And we come together today to offer our nation's apology.
To say to you, the Forgotten Australians, and those who were sent to our
shores as children without your consent, that we are sorry.

Sorry – that as children you were taken from your families and placed in
institutions where so often you were abused.
Sorry – for the physical suffering, the emotional starvation and the cold
absence of love, of tenderness, of care.
Sorry – for the tragedy, the absolute tragedy, of childhoods lost–childhoods
spent instead in austere and authoritarian places, where names were
replaced by numbers, spontaneous play by regimented routine, the joy of
learning by the repetitive drudgery of menial work.
Sorry –for all these injustices to you, as children, who were placed in our
care.
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As a nation, we must now reflect on those who did not receive proper care.
We look back with shame that many of you were left cold, hungry and alone
and with nowhere to hide and nobody to whom to turn.
We look back with shame that many these little ones who were entrusted to
institutions and foster homes instead, were abused physically, humiliated
cruelly, violated sexually.
And we look back with shame at how those with power were allowed to abuse
those who had none. [...]
[...] To those of you who were told you were orphans, brought here without your
parents‟ knowledge or consent, we acknowledge the lies you were told, the
lies told to your mothers and fathers, and the pain these lies have
caused for a lifetime.

To those of you separated on the dockside from your brothers and sisters;
taken alone and unprotected to the most remote parts of a foreign land – we
acknowledge today that the laws of our nation failed you.

And for this we are deeply sorry.

We think also today of all the families of these Forgotten Australians and
former child migrants who are still grieving, families who were never reunited,
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families who were never reconciled, families who were lost to one another forever.

We reflect too on the burden that is still carried by our own children, your own
children, your grandchildren, your husbands, your wives, your partners and
your friends –and we thank them for the faith, the love and the depth of
commitment that has helped see you through the valley of tears that was not
of your own making. [...]

[...] It is estimated that more than 500,000 children were placed in care under
various arrangements over the course of the last century.
This is no small number.
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